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!sh staggered and then steadied his burden 
of empty quart fruitjars, thrown across his 
shoulder in a dirty, brown, burlap feedsack . 
Supporting himself on Jim and Sarah's split-
rail fence that separated their front yard from 
Gilly Hollow's dusty wagon-path of a road, !sh 
tried to continue his journey. But his 
tormentors ventured closer to their small, 
drunken target. 
"Lord have mercy, Jim," yelled Sarah. "Get 
out of there and make those boys behave. !sh 
is drunk, and I don't want him hurting one of 
Macy's boys while I'm watching them. Macy 
and !sh may have their differences, but God is 
not pleased with those youngins worrying the 
life out of somebody who's afflicted." 
"I wouldn't care how hard he slapped either 
one of Macy's hare-brained brats, but !sh had 
better not touch one of my boys," said Jim. 
"Why did you agree to watch after Ruben and 
John anyway? They're nothing but an 
aggravation." With that, Jim started out the 
door to stop the ruckus. Just as he reached 
the gate, Jim saw !sh make a clumsy swing 
with his fist and catch Ruben on the end of 
the nose. 
"Sarah, Ruben's nose is bleeding. Come out 
here and help me," shouted Jim. And !sh 
staggered on down the road, cursing an oath 
under his breath. 
"Quick, get me a pair of scissors and some 
ice," snapped Sarah. "Cold scissors on the 
back of a youngin's neck will cut the blood off 
every time. I told you that little sot would hurt 
somebody before he quit." 
Tilting the boy's head back with one hand, 
trying to stop the bleeding, and holding him by 
the suspenders with the other hand, Jim sat 
Ruben down in a chair on the porch. "Macy'll 
have one fit right after another one this time. 
She threatened to go to Cumberland and 
swear out a warrant for !sh yesterday, but the 
deacon board talked her out of it. They said it 
wouldn't be the Christian thing to do. Well, 
Macy's just about half-saved anyhow since the 
trouble at church, and when she sees Ruben's 
nose, she'll go after !sh." 
Sarah began to defend Macy and the 
church. "Jim, she's got good cause to be 
upset. If I'd been leading the singing when !sh 
rolled that jar of yellow jackets down the aisle, 
I'd have done more than swear out a 
warrant. " 
Jim leaned Ruben's head back a little 
far ther, trying to stop his squirming. "Ruben, 
sit still . If we don't get this bleeding stopped 
before your ma gets home, there'll be the 
devil to pay." 
Sounding like he was in a barrel because of 
Jim's grip on his nose, Ruben started, "Mom 
said she's never going to lead the singing for 
that bunch of Cloverlick Baptists again. She 
said any deacon board that can't keep no 
more order than that ought to turn in their 
papers. She said that all of heaven probably 
knew how mean !sh was going to be before he 
was born, and God punished him with that 
hunched back while He had the chance." 
Ish 
Honorable Mention Short Fiction 
Tom K. McKnight 
"Ruben, your ma is liable to draw more 
blood than what's on your shirt if she hears 
how you've been running your mouth. Now 
loosen your shirt and make room for these 
cold scissors. They never fail. " Sarah 
welcomed the icy remedy in hopes that the 
shock would give Ruben something besides 
the church to talk about, if he had to talk at 
all . 
"It's the truth if I ever told it ," said Ruben. 
The cold scissors never even made a dent in 
his chatter "Mom said that it wouldn't have 
been so bad if the building hadn't been 
packed. People had come from as far as 
Harlan to take all-day's meeting and dinner on 
the ground. And then !sh had to pull his little 
trick." 
"Holding back a grin, Jim tried to take up 
for lsh, "You know !sh gets religious every 
time some church has a dinner Besides, I 
thought the Baptists welcomed everybody, 
except that bunch of 'No-hellers' from down 
on Sand Hill. " 
"Jim, don't try to defend him," said Sarah. 
"I feel sorry for !sh because he has that 
hunched back and was born with a hare -lip, 
but you know that was a nasty little piece of 
made-up work. He had intentions of letting 
those yellow jackets loose from the very 
beginning." 
Trying to wiggle out of Sarah's grip on the 
back of his neck, Ruben continued, "Mom 
said that Ish's mommy tried to help kill hogs 
two days before he was born. That's how !sh 
was marked with that hair-lip, as sure as the 
world." 
Catching him by the ear, Sarah again tried 
to stop Ruben's chatter, "Somebody needs to 
wash your mouth out with soap for talking like 
that. You don't know anything about marking 
babies." 
To prove his knowledge of such grownup 
matters, Ruben answered, "Oh yes I do. Mom 
said I am the only red-head in our family 
because I was marked by the preacher " 
Seeing Macy approach the yard, Sarah 
loosened her hold on Ruben's ear "Well, be 
still. Here comes your ma. She looks tired 
from all her visiting." 
Stepping in front of Ruben and Sarah, 
trying to postpone the news about Ruben's 
nose, Jim asked, "Macy, how did your 
visitations go? Is everybody from the church 
beginning to recover?" 
Macy was a plump woman, thirty-seven 
years old by her own calculations, forty-five by 
everybody else's . She stood slightly taller than 
most of the other women in Gilly Hollow, and 
the slight bit of extra weight she carried 
caused her to appear brawny in every dress 
she owned. 
Macy's trademark was her dedication to 
Preacher Barton and the church. She never 
missed a service, and since the preacher's 
wife had died, Macy had cooked chicken for 
the Pastor almost every Sunday for the last 
two years. 
Adjusting her crocheted hat and wiping her 
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forehead with a small, lace handkerchief, 
Macy began, "Honey, if people hadn't got out 
of there when they did, some of the saints 
would have been stung to death. If I had a-
hold of that little weasel right now, I'd be 
tempted to give him a taste of his own 
medicine." 
Moving slightly to the left to let Macy see a 
little of Ruben's situation, Jim prodded, "Now, 
Macy, that many stings would kill a single 
man, especially a little man like !sh." 
Not yet seeing Ruben's bloody nose, Macy 
put both hands on her hips and started raving, 
"Honey, if I'd a-known that little hare-lipped 
devil wanted to borrow a gallon jug from me 
to torment the saints of God, never would I 
have loaned it to him." 
"Macy, you didn't?" Sarah gasped, trying to 
keep her attention on Ruben. 
"Yes, honey, I did. Why do you think I feel 
so bad about this mess? He said he wanted to 
borrow my county fair jug - you know - the 
one where I won the contest making sweet 
pickles last year He said he wanted to take it 
and show it off to some of the neighbors, 
'cause the jug had my name printed on it and 
all "said Macy. 
"Macy, did you see Sister Maxine?" Sarah 
asked, not interested in the details and no 
longer trying to hide Ruben from his mother's 
view. 
"Lord yes, her bosom is swelled on one side 
fit to blow up. Why, it looks as big as Nadine 
Spark's pap when she died of that tumor 
across her heart last year " 
Concerned, Sarah completely loosened her 
hold on Ruben and stepped to the porch rail. 
"I've warned Maxine not to nurse her twins at 
the same time in church. One of these nights 
the Spirit's going to hit her, and she'll flop 
right down the aisle in front of the preacher 
and everybody. How many stings did she 
take?" 
Eager to share news of the brethren, Macy 
opened the gate to come inside the yard. "At 
least a dozen from the looks of the thing. 
Why, it's redder than a beet, and I'd be safe in 
swearing that her left breast would fill a peck 
basket. I know it'll be two weeks before the 
swelling goes down. It's a thousand wonders it 
didn't kill her or poison one of the babies to 
death where Maxine let them nurse before the 
worst of the swelling set in ." 
Sarah moved some of the bloody rags and 
the pan of water she was using to clean 
Ruben's face and shirt to make a place for 
Macy to sit on the porch. "Now Macy, you 
can't take the blame for what !sh has done. 
Most people I've talked to can't believe that 
your daddy, scoundrel though he was, had 
anything to do with Ish's mommy anyhow." 
At the mention of being blood-kin to !sh, 
Macy sat down and almost cried, "Why did he 
have to let those yellow jackets loose while I 
was singing? I lost my breath right in the 
middle of the chorus when I saw my blue 
gallon pickle jar, with my name scrolled on the 
side of it, come rolling down the aisle. The 
minute lsh came in and sat down, wearing a 
heavy winter coat bulging out in the front 
in the heat of July, some of the 
deacons should have led him out of the 
church. With that gallon jar in the front and 
that hump on his back, lsh cut a figure as 
broad as he was tall. Stopped dead in the 
middle of the chorus, I did: 
'Abraham made Isaac in fine tents to 
dwell, 
While desert sand suited Ishmael 
"Macy, I remember the song well, but please 
don't sing it now. It won't help matters to 
keep going over it," said Sarah. "Try to keep 
in mind that lsh is afflicted and " 
Cutting Sarah off in mid sentence, Macy 
regained her anger, "Not as afflicted as he's 
going to be when my Preacher Barton catches 
up with him. Honey, it was all we could do to 
keep that man's neck from swelling together, 
cutting off his windpipe. I worked with those 
stings and kept cold cloths on the preacher's 
neck until way up into Sunday night. He's a 
widower, you know, and I felt it my duty to 
stand by him in such a trial of the gospel." 
Struggling to cool herself off from the long 
walk up the hollow, Macy fanned her arms 
and face with her handkerchief. "How could 
anybody, even lsh, do something like that? 
About the time the preacher reached for a 
drink of water, a whole slurry of yellow jackets 
landed on the rim of his dipper I ain't never 
heard a man holler so loud in my life. But saint 
that he is, Preacher Barton stayed right in the 
Bible. Hollered out loud and clear, 'Hellfire 
and Damnation!' trying to warn the people, 
through all that pain." 
Sarah pointed at a blood stain on the porch 
floor and motioned to Jim to tell Macy about 
!sh and the boys. Jim held up a bloody cloth 
and began to explain, "Macy, Ruben had a 
little problem while you were visiting the 
saints. lsh came staggering down the road, 
and Ruben and my boys were trying to get a 
stir out of him by teasing him and calling 
him " 
Macy shouted, "Is that Ruben's blood? If lsh 
has hurt my baby, I'll slap him until he sees 
cross-eyed!" 
Sarah tried to lessen the severity of the 
news, "My boys know to run from lsh when 
he's drunk, but Ruben just got a little too 
close . lsh's hand caught the end of Ruben's 
nose. I stopped the bleeding with cold 
scissors. It wasn't bad at all. " 
Macy stood up and opened the porch gate . 
"That does it. I'm going to Cumberland. And 
this time, the deacon board can't stop me 
from swearing out that warrant. For one thing 
is certain, and two things are sure: they're all 
too sore to move." 
As cousin-to-cousin, Jim tried to intervene, 
''Macy, they'll put lsh away this time. Judge 
Cornette has already said so. Ruben shouldn't 
have hollered out lsh 's given name anyhow. 
Your youngins know more than anybody 
else's how he hates to be called after your 
daddy, Ishmael." 
Susan Marie Lewis, Ralph, Photography 
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Thin Blue Lines 
Honorable Mention Poetry 
Lisa Sumrall 
She wrote a love letter on pink paper 
Thin blue lines kept the sentences from slanting. 
Outside , the clouds shielded the sun's eyes. 
Cold sneaked in when the doors were opened and closed. 




But he would never know. 
The ink weaved tales of sun-drenched Eden. 
The pen flew wildly over the pink, 
scratching, not unlike a hen, 
when she became excited. 
A pause, 
A long thought, 
The scratching resumed. 
An unconscious smile. 
Nearby rested a small green bottle containing a low level of perfume 
used exclusively to scent the pink. 
Beating thunder momentarily interrupted paradise. 
But before she continued 
The wooden floor, 
A friend of hers, 
It told her so much. 
Now signaled a warning. 
Shuffled movements in the living room. 
A short spat of a tune pecked out on the grand. 
A tread to the bar 
A consumption of fire. 
Steps directed down the hall towards the library. 
Quickly and quietly she replaced the pen. 
The bottom drawer pulled open and the frail pink drowned in a sea of 
unorganized paper 
The perfume bottle slipped into a pocket. 
A long pause. 
I ran the filthy cloth along the sides of the desk to remove the dust. 
He's taking it tomorrow to be stripped and varnished. 
Ta king a much needed break I looked at remains of what I had cleared out 
of the drawers. 
I decided to search for hidden treasure. 
And I found it. 
Between the sheets of bills, notices, and junk, 
I found love pink 
Riding on thin blue lines. 
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You and i 
Andrew Gellene 
Oh! These Melancholy thoughts 
So out of season. 
Waves upon the jagged rocks, 
The quiet dipping sun. 
Should the image ruin? 
Should the shadow run? 
They are but Drops and drops 
In them do contain 
The world in and out. 
But In! Oh, the In, how apart 
From the out. 
Brazen sky, reflected water, 
Burning touch, heart a fire, 
A feeling beyond unreaching eyes. 
The past, so enduring 
So much alike these jagged rocks 
This Brazen Sky, 
A time ago, You and i. 
Nicki Allison, The Letter, Honorable Mention Drawing/ Printmaking 
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Poetry Reading 
First Place Poetry 
Nell McGrady 
Her necklace cankers, 
her silk blouse thickens 
into fur that she sheds 
to stand before us, 
a skeleton 
that cracks asphalt with words, 
then opens its mouth 
onto loose dirt and gravel, 
that signs foot-long scars, 
into skin that thins away 
to illuminate 
intestines clogged 
with teeth and hair 
The toes glazed with color, 
the fingers that shape air 
into definitions sharpen 
into claws that grate 
across the podium. 
The mouth that named 
before Eve only arcs, 
and her urgency scrapes 
over us like sycamore limbs. 
She spews water stiff 
with algae, chokes 
on silt. And her neck 
disappears into a torso 
that tapers 
into a winged fin . 
Stage lights quiver 
past her iridescence 
as she glides forward 
to swim among us. 
Karen Brewster, Princess in Flight, First Place Photography 
Sharp Rocks 
Amy Renae Bettis 
Today we are sharp rocks 
All points and edges 
But one day we will be 
Smooth stones, all curves and 
Able to withstand any pressures 
Even the tiny feet which 
Will seek us out as footholds 
Across their river of childhood. 
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Red Autumn (Excerpt from a longer work) 
Robyn's mother pulled the thick wool coat 
tightly around her daughter's shoulders, 
fastening the top button so that she could 
hardly breathe. 
"It's cold out, Robyn. Here, put your 
mittens on," Elizabeth said. 
Robyn hated her mittens. They forced her 
hands into useless little balls. 
The back door slammed and Russell, 
Robyn's father, walked into the kitchen and 
stood warming himself by the fire. His dark 
eyes twinkled from the dance of the flames as 
he gazed at his daughter 
"You look just like an Eskimo. Come here 
and give me an Eskimo kiss." 
Russell knelt, holding out his,arms as Robyn 
ran to him. They rubbed noses and giggled. 
Elizabeth took her daughter's book satchel 
from the kitchen table. "Come here, Robyn, 
and let me look at you." She jerked the 
sleeves of Robyn's coat down over her 
mittens and pulled her hat almost to her eyes. 
"Now, don't take your mittens off until you 
get to school, young lady. You'll catch a cold." 
"Yes. Ma'am." Robyn pecked her mother 
on the cheek that was offered her and ran out 
the back door to the car 
The cold, brisk November air pinched 
Robyn's nose. She loved being outside. The 
sun had just topped Paris Mountain and its 
rays sparkled across the windshield of her 
daddy's blue Buick, like diamonds scattered 
by the wind. She opened the heavy door and 
as she threw her book satchel onto the front 
seat, a glitter from the floorboard caught her 
eye. At first, she thought a ray of sunlight was 
coming through a crack in the dash. But, 
when she touched it with her mitten it 
moved. 
"Oh, it's an earring," Robyn said, as she 
struggled to pull one mitten off with the other 
When her fingers were free, she picked up the 
tiny treasure. The cold cluster of diamonds lay 
in the palm of her hand, a rainbow of colors 
dancing in the sunlight. Robyn jumped out of 
the car and ran back into the house. 
"Momma! Momma! Look what I found. 
Your earring! See, Momma. Aren't you glad I 
found it?" 
Elizabeth stared at her daughter's naked 
hand, straining toward her The earring 
glowed mutely in the firelight as the shadows 
of the three figures shimmered on the wall. 
Russell's face turned a deep crimson, and his 
temples pulsed. His voice bellowed. 
"Get back in the car, Robyn! Dammit, 
didn't your mother tell you to keep your 
mittens on?" 
Robyn's eyes swelled like balloons blown 
too full ,and she was afraid they were going to 
pop. But, she couldn't move. She looked from 
her daddy to her mother, expecting to be 
praised for finding the lost jewel. Her mother's 
face had no expression, but her lips were 
moving. 
"Robyn, put that thing down and go get in 
the car so your father can take you to school. 
You are going to be late." 
Second Place Short Fiction 
Susan Roper 
"Yes, Ma'am." She let the earring roll out of 
her hand onto the table. The clinking sound it 
made pierced her pounding ears as she turned 
and walked slowly out of the room, silently 
closing the door behind her 
She sat in the car for what seemed like 
hours. She knew she would be late for school, 
but it didn't matter She had made her daddy 
mad. Putting her mittens back on, she chewed 
on them and pulled the loose threads with her 
teeth. The soft red yarn became soggy as the 
salty tears ran down her face, mingling with 
the saliva in her mouth. Robyn never cried 
unless she hurt herself. And when she cut a 
finger or skinned a knee, her mother would 
wipe her tears with her fingers and touch 
them to her daughter's lips, telling her, "Taste 
the salt water, Robyn? The ocean tastes salty. 
Close your eyes and pretend you're on the 
beach, playing in the surf." 
And the hurt would go away. 
Robyn closed her eyes and tried to think of 
the sea. She held her mittened hands over her 
ears, hoping to hear the roar of the waves, 
like she could when she listened to the big 
shell that held her bedroom door open. 
The car door slammed, startling her She 
peeped up at her father Russell's gloved 
hands gripped the steering wheel as he stared 
through the windshield. Robyn looked over 
the hood of the car, trying to see what held 
her daddy's attention. 
The basketball goal stood by the back fence 
like a lonely monument, its net flapping in the 
breeze like a tattered flag. The remaining dry 
leaves of the big oak tree at the boundary of 
their property rustled, and three single leaves 
broke loose from their branches, tumbling 
toward the brown grass. Robyn saw the three 
muddy pieces of marble that marked the 
graves of past Easter ducks. The fence 
around the empty dog pen had fallen over at 
the corner, straining against the honeysuckle 
vines that fought to claim it. 
The car jumped into gear and the tires 
threw gravel against the side of the house, 
popping like firecrackers. Robyn slid farther 
down in the seat and squeezed herself against 
the door 
"Get away from that door, Robyn. It might 
come open," her daddy said. 
The ride to school was long and silent. 
Russell gripped the steering wheel and Robyn 
chewed her mittens. 
Pulling in front of the elementary school, 
Russell put the car in park and turned toward 
his daughter "Come here, little one." 
Robyn scooted across the seat and Russell 
bundled her in his arms like a baby. He 
squeezed her so tightly it hurt, but Robyn 
didn't dare move. She barely let herself 
breathe and listened to the beating of her 
daddy's heart. She heard his muffled voice, 
but only the last few words could be 
understood. 
what happens. I'll always love you, 
honey. You remember that, OK? You're my 
special little girl." 
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"I love you too, Daddy Are you going 
to pick me up after school?" 
"I I don't know, baby. If not, your mother 
will be here. You study real hard today and 
make your daddy proud." 
"I made a hundred on my spelling test 
yesterday." 
"Great! You just keep making hundreds 
and be a good, sweet girl and you'll do fine . 
And remember that I love you, Robyn Anne." 
"I know, Daddy. I love you too!" 
Russell kissed his daughter hard on the 
mouth,and Robyn thought she saw his brown 
eyes water 
"Bye, Daddy." 
"Goodbye, sweetheart. You be a good, 
smart girl, you hear?" 
The Barn 
Honorable Mention Non-Fiction 
Jeff Harris 
For as long as I can remember there has 
been my grandfather's barn. Early in the 
morning, I would look out over the cool, sun-
drenched yard, past the large, blossoming 
garden and muddy pigsty and see the barn, 
wetly shining in the moist, early air 
There was a special quality in the mornings 
there at the farm in Chuckey. The rich smell 
of bacon and coffee conspired to pull me from 
the warm cocoon of my bed. Dressing 
hurriedly, I would enter the kitchen, steal a 
strip of bacon, and head for the barn. 
My grandmother would send me out there 
to gather eggs for our breakfast. Running 
along the well-travelled path between garden 
and sty, I would approach the front door of 
that great red house. 
To the left of the door was the outside 
chicken run. It was almost as large as the barn 
itself and allowed the chickens to roam 
around. I can remember many times that I 
would enter the run and chase the chickens. I 
can also remember the times my grandfather 
switched me for doing it. There was one 
chicken I didn't chase; it was actually our 
rooster, Big Red. His wicked yellow spurs 
would cut deep and he was the most orneriest 
creature on our farm. Something in his red 
glare indicated he thought highly of himself 
and that others should too. 
When you entered the front door the inside 
coop was to the left, dark and smelly. Box-like 
rows housed the nesting hens while the others 
perched on the precarious tobacco poles. To 
the right were heavy round wood fiber bins 
that held the dry feed and the occasionai barn 
mouse. In the center was the sturdy wooden 
ladder and behind it the large stable. 
I believe that the only function the stable 
didn't perform was that of housing animals. 
That stable was our stage, living room, dance 
floor, hideout, and laboratory all rolled up in 
one. It gave us kids the -feeling that it was 
ours, to do with as we pleased. Our sanctuary 
was inviolate, off-limits to the real world. I 
can't count the people, places, and things that 
our imaginations created there on that hard 
dirt stage. 
At the top of the ladder was the hayloft. 
Every time I climbed up there my mind 
conjured snakes and horrible monsters 
waiting for me to stick my head in. There 
never was much hay up there so it was an 
ideal place to play. Once we had a bunch of 
purple satin parachute material that we cut up 
and used as room dividers for a playhouse up 
in the loft. Paul, Amy, some friends and myself 
were having a great time. Eventually, the sun 
set and we settled in to sleep. I lay there on 
the floor, staring up into the inky darkness. It 
was quiet, only the wind softly passing up 
through the loft offering relief from the 
ominous quiet. Some time passed and I slowly 
began to hear another sound. It was a soft, 
murderously slow scratch behind the satiny 
wall. I sat up and fearfully regarded the purple 
sheet as it billowed quietly in the dim, sliced 
moonlight . The curtain seemed to create an 
infinite number of monstrous, wicked shapes 
for my horrified viewing. Finally, I couldn't 
stand it any longer I reached out and touched 
it near its base. Suddenly, everyone was 
screaming and yelling and furiously flailing 
about. Six wild-eyed maniacs tore down the 
ladder and streaked out of the darkened barn 
toward the house. We finally stopped and 
tried to figure out what had happened. My 
cousin Paul said that he had thought he 
heard something, and then, from behind the 
curtain, it touched him! I reluctantly told my 
story and we all had a good laugh. But we 
never stayed up there at night again. 
The barn was mysterious in other ways. 
Sometimes my grandfather would make us 
stay at the house while he went out there. 
Then, the next morning, we would have a new 
baby calf or pony. We were very young and a 
new calf only added to our reverence and 
wonder of the place. 
When my grandfather left we had the run of 
the place. We would try to burn things with 
the electric fence, make hay houses in the loft 
(with a great deal of effort), and (by far the 
most fun), leap out of the wide loft door into a 
pile of hay on the ground. Once, Paul jumped 
out and somehow missed the huge hay 
mound. We laughed like lunatics and couldn't 
help him stand. We took him back to the 
house where my grandmother softly scolded 
us: "Your grandpa told you to stay out of 
there!" But her words fell on deaf ears . 
One day we were searching for our momma 
cat and found her under the barn. What was 
even better was that she had kittens! We 
pulled her and her babies out and made a 
comfortable nest for them in the stable. 
Sherry L. Johnson, Doorway, Drawing / Printmaking 
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Joyously, we ran and told my grandparents 
about the news. My grandfather looked up 
with a deep frown on his face and said, "You 
kids better leave 'em alone. Don't handle 'em 
so much!" 
Of course, we paid little attention to my 
grandfather He always was a stern and 
almost humorless man. We couldn't see the 
harm in feeding and petting the three kittens. 
To us, they were one of the wonders of the 
world. They all were so soft and tiny and had 
not yet opened their eyes. For about a week 
we frantically pampered and petted them. 
One day, while we were at the house doing 
chores, my grandfather came back from the 
barn. He spoke softly and briefly with my 
grandmother and then turned to us. "You 
kids stay here," he said. "Don't come out to 
the barn." 
After he left, we wondered what was going 
on. This usually meant that one of our 
livestock was about to give birth. Finally, we 
couldn't stand it any longer We crept out of 
the house, hidden from the watchful eye of my 
grandmother, and quickly slinked to the front 
door of the barn. 
Paul and I heard strange noises from the 
inside. Suddenly, we heard a sharp crack and 
the mewling of our kittens. Fearful, I threw 
open the door 
There stood my grandfather, straight as an 
arrow, his eyes hot and fiery. In his hand he 
gripped a thick wooden staff. Blood dripped 
from its guilty end. Below him, lying in pools 
of lost life, were the three kittens. I was 
stunned, rooted to the spot. For a moment, 
silence hung like a shroud. 
"Papaw?" I said. 
"I thought I told you kids to stay out of 
here!" he shouted. 
We ran across the blooming garden, across 
the dew-drenched grass, back to the house. 
Hysterically, we told my grandmother what 
had happened. 
"They were sick," she said, "he just stopped 
their suffering." 
She took us to the bedroom and had us lie 
down. I lay there, clinging to my pillow, as my 
world spun. I never have hated anyone more 
in my life than I did my grandfather I was sure 
he did it on purpose. My mind, like a broken 
record, kept going back, over and over I 
hated him. I had to hate him, because I knew 
that if I didn't I would have to hate myself. 
Some hours later, I went back out there 
and looked at the barn's floor My grandfather 
had already cleaned up the blood. Just swept 
it away. I stood there, gazing across the 
garden, watching the moon rise from behind 
the hills. It was the first time in my young life 
that I really thought about life and death. The 
barn seemed to be a small world all its own, 
where our animals were born, grew, and 
eventually died. It was nature. I looked up and 
saw the kitchen light on. Supper was about 
ready. I turned and walked home. 
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Persian 
Angelina Shankle 
My name is Summer; 
My Daddy went to the Persian - some place, 
The gulf? My cat's name is Ralph -
My Mommy says my cat's a Persian. Yesterday her face 
Looked scared when she answered the phone, and 
Then she cried and stayed up late. 
She says Daddy's not coming back anymore, 
And now Grandpa says he hates 
The Persians. Mommy says they killed my Daddy 
And that she hates them too. 
But Ralph is a Persian, and 
Ralph never killed anybody. Do 
I have to hate the Persians? 
Grandpa and Mommy say that 
"Those animals" killed my Daddy, 
So tonight I will kill my cat. 
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Appalachian Kennings 
Third Place Non-Fiction 
Tom K. McKnight 
A prominent feature in the dialect of 
mountain people is the use of kennings - a 
name or phrase using two words when one 
word will do. Kennings also use two words to 
name something when one word can't explain 
how a speaker feels or when a speaker wants 
to add color to his description. Some folks say 
they are going to the tooth-dentist instead of 
saying dentist. A store clerk at a local flea 
market asked if I had change for a dollar-bill, 
and then proceeded to invite me to a Sunday 
meeting at his family's church-house. 
A sign at one of the flea market booths 
reads: "Rifle-guns and Pistol-guns for sale." I 
overheard a man say to a flea market 
salesperson that he felt stark-naked, because 
he didn't have on a neck-tie. 
Foods offer a variety of kennings in the 
mountains. For example, there are several 
kinds of bread. Biscuit-bread is different from 
light-bread and corn-bread. Corn bread itself 
can take several forms corn-pone, flitter-
bread, and muffin-bread, and a large, round 
piece in the middle of the table is called 
euerybody's-bread. 
Terms referring to people offer a selection 
of colorful kennings. A woman whose 
husband is dead is called a widow-woman, 
and an older woman is often called a granny-
woman. Small children are sometimes called 
biddy-ones, and a young, male child is called a 
boy-child or a baby-child, or a set-alone child. 
My mother still refers to her youngest 
daughter as her baby-girl. 
Kennings in the form of animal names are 
also popular in the mountains. I have 
recorded bat-birds, guinea-hens, pack-mules, 
wheedle-dee-birds (a song-bird), and pony· 
deuil s. Cows are not simply called cows, but 
people refer to them as milk-cows, or cow-
brutes. 
The additional word in kennings often 
reveals the usefulness of the animal or person 
being described. A dog is never just a dog but 
may be called a coon-dog, or a bear-dog, or a 
tracking-dog, or a bird-dog, or a watch-dog, 
or a hound-dog. The extra word in the name 
of the dog describes the dog's purpose or 
function . The dog's role in mountain society is 
as important as the breed of the dog because 
every animal must serve a useful purpose. 
Every canine must in some way serve the 
mountain family and be worthy of its keep, or 
else it is a no-account dog. 
Someone told me about her children 
staying out until the night was pitch-black, 
playing school on a rock-wall. Other kennings 
include out-house, spring-house, jail-house, 
school-house, and manse-house. I had to ask 
the definition of a manse-house, for I had 
never heard the word . A manse is a 
parsonage where a church's pastor and his or 
her family lives . 
I heard someone ask if anyone had seen a 
set of eye-glasses . A small girl came into a 
store where I was shopping and asked for 
hair-ribbons. Any kind of ribbons may be used 
for decoration in a girl's hair, but this child 
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asked for hair-ribbons. When the clerk tried 
to offer the child a selection of loose ribbons, 
the little girl said, "No, I want hair-bows." 
Some of the most colorful kennings relate 
to death and burying. A graveyard is called a 
burying-ground, and a coffin is called a coffin-
box. People are not referred to as dead, but 
they are stone-dead or plumb-dead or cold-
dead. 
Some of my own kennings are arm-crotch 
for elbow and Tom-cat for a feline on the 
prowl. My family keeps a house-cat and a 
barn-cat. I didn't realize how often I use 
kennings until I transcribed an interview with 
some senior citizens. When talking to older 
people, I easily fall into my own dialect, using 
words that many younger people would not 
understand. Yesterday I asked someone for a 
drinking-glass and then proceeded to tell them 
that a goblet-glass wasn't necessary. They 
finally handed me a jelly-glass which I used for 
a water-glass. 
I read an old newspaper account of a 
witness in a trial who told a lie-tale and almost 
ended up on a gallows-tree . These phrases 
leave little to the imagination. They are direct 
and easily understood. 
Finally, still common in the mountains is a 
kenning most people will recognize. The land 
and house where a family grows up is called a 
home-place. This phrase probably more than 
any other is common to most mountaineers. 
The mainstay of mountain existence, the 
family farm holds more meaning than can be 
expressed in calling it a piece of land or a 
house-seat or a dwelling-house. The kenning, 
home-place, grows out of the mountaineer's 
sense of family pride and feelings of belonging, 
of being a part of something larger than your 
own living and dying, of continuing 
generations. 
My father recently brought the term, home-
place, to my attention. He informed me that 
his new house at the head of the creek stood 
only fifty yards from his mother and father's 
old home-place, a log cabin long since torn 
down, where he was born. Without realizing 
it, at age seventy, my father had come full 
circle in his life, buying land only a few steps 
from where he had taken his first breath. 
When a woman more than eighty-five years 
old pointed this out to my father, he used 
what is probably my favorite kenning I'm 
plumb-proud. 
Susan Marie Lewis, Myth America, Photography 
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Sadie nervously tapped her foot against the 
stoney-gray floor Max said he would come 
and see her today. Finally. He should be here 
any minute, she thought. What would she say 
to him? How would she make him 
understand? Maybe she could explain it like 
she did the other day, Sadie thought. But no, 
on second thought, Max would need no 
explanation. He would understand. It wouldn't 
have to be like the other day 
Sadie looked at the man seated in front of 
her, slowly rubbing his bottom lip back and 
forth with the side of his index finger He was 
waiting for an answer, and so was the tape 
recorder sitting beside him, its soft whirring 
sound growing more and more impatient as 
she thought about the question. What kind of 
question was that anyway? Nobody could 
answer something like that. 
"I don't know." 
Puppet 
Third Place Short Fiction 
Serena Winglin Lau 
"Sadie," he said as he cleared his throat and 
shifted in his seat, "it has to mean something 
to you ." 
Sadie moved her eyes away from his intent 
gaze. "Well of course it means something." 
"Well, let me ask you this way then. How 
powerful do you think love is, Sadie?" 
"Pretty powerful, I guess. When it's real." A 
woman down on the sidewalk had spilled her 
packages. Probably Christmas presents for 
her family, Sadie guessed. Nobody even 
stopped to help her pick them up. Sadie 
wondered if she would have. 
"And when it's 'real,' is it so powerful that it 
can interfere with a person's judgment?" 
"I suppose so, sometimes. But not always." 
Sadie paused. "Look, I know what you're 
trying to get me to talk about and say, and I'll 
tell you right now that you're not going to do 
it. " 
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"Okay." He was looking at her Hard. Sadie 
wished he wouldn't look at her like that. "We 
don't have to talk about it yet if you don't 
want to. We could always talk about 
something else. What would you like to talk 
about?" 
"Why do we have to talk about anything? 
What's done is done. Talking is not going to 
change what happened. You know, everybody 
seems to think that I was out of my mind or 
something that night. That I didn't know what 
I was doing. 'Why Sadie? Why did you do 
that?' they ask. Well, what I did, I did out of 
love . And I knew exactly what I was doing 
that night, and that it was the right thing, the 
only thing, for me to do. And that doesn't 
mean that it was easy for me either, because it 
wasn't. It was the hardest thing I've ever done 
in my life. But it had to be done." 
"And did you consider all of the 
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consequences of what you were going to do? 
Not just the consequences to her, but to 
yourself too? I mean, you're a smart lady, 
Sadie. The law must have crossed your 
mind." 
"All those months. If you only knew how 
hard I tried to get the law to help me. To help 
her Only to come up to nothing. God. The 
law was the last thing on my mind that night. 
But you'll never understand. This is a waste of 
time. I don't want to talk about this anymore. I 
want to leave." 
"No, we need to talk more . I think you 
should stay here." 
"Well I don't!" 
"Sadie, I want to understand what 
happened that night and why. I'm trying to 
help you. I'm on your side." 
"Oh! You're trying to help me, are you? 
You're on my side?" Sadie chuckled. "That's 
really easy for you to say, isn't it? Easy to say 
but not so easy to do as it turns out. Right? 
Believe me, I know from experience how 
much good it does me to have you doctors 
'on my side.' You know, I wouldn't use those 
phrases too much if I were you. Someone 
might actually believe you." 
Sadie leaned back in her chair and stared at 
him as he leaned back in his chair and looked 
at Sadie as if she were a child who had just 
come in after playing in the mud. Maybe he 
wouldn't feel like asking anything anymore. It 
was none of his business anyway. Sadie 
looked back outside the window. A woman 
dressed in black was passing by on the 
sidewalk below. 
Sadie didn't like the way she looked in 
black. It made her skin look green. But that 
didn't matter tonight, she thought as she 
buttoned up her black silk dress. Her little 
baby girl. No more pain. No more suffering. 
Sadie turned to look at herself in the mirror 
The past few months had made her look ten 
years older Get some rest, everybody had 
told her You can't help her if you're not 
healthy yourself, they had all said. Well, I'm 
the only one who can help her, Sadie finally 
decided. And she hadn't slept since. Sadie 
touched the dark patches under her eyes and 
wondered when they would go away, if ever 
Sighing, she turned to the crib standing beside 
her and bent over the side to pick the tiny girl 
inside up into her arms. After tonight, Krista, 
we'll both rest, she thought as she wrapped 
the fragile little girl tightly into a soft pink 
blanket. 
"Sadie, what are you thinking about?" he 
asked. 
"Hmm? Nothing. Just about how small she 
was, I guess." 
Maybe he was actually trying to 
understand. 
"But you have to realize that they were 
doing all they could to help her " 
Maybe he wasn't. 
"It must have been hard for you to have to 
sit by and watch and not be able to help. A lot 
of parents in your situation feel that way," he 
said. 
Sadie thought about how helpless she had 
felt how helpless they had made her feel 
the whole time. "I probably might as well have 
not even existed, you know?" Sadie turned 
back to him. His feet were now propped up 
on a small ottoman and he had begun to 
smoke a pipe. The smoke curled through and 
filled the air , making Sadie's eyes begin to 
sting and water "She was my child. The 
decisions should have been mine. Not theirs. 
They would just call and tell me what they had 
done. 'She's struggling,' they would say. 'We 
had to put another tube in here, another tube 
in there.' They never asked; they just did." 
"They were trying to save her life." 
"Okay, great. They saved her But then 
what? They're all so happy the day she leaves 
the hospital because they think they've saved 
her life. But then she grows up probably blind, 
mentally retarded, physically helpless, and 
needing surgery every two years to replace 
that tube that's in her brain. What then? Will 
they still think it's so great when she's thirty 
and still can't take care of herself? They just 
try to keep them alive to prove that they can 
do it. " 
"So what do you think they should do 
instead, Sadie? You have to understand. 
They've made a commitment to do the best 
that they possibly can to save lives. They try 
to honor that commitment. And that means 
using all of the appropriate technology and 
procedures that they can. And in the process, 
they can't afford to be indecisive on how 
much or how little to treat a patient." 
"But she was my child," Sadie said. "It 
should have been up to me what happened to 
her all along. Not them." She turned to look 
back outside the window up at the sky. "Well, 
I guess it turned out after all though, it was up 
to me. Ironic, isn't it?" 
"I suppose so." He reached into his pocket 
and pulled out a shiny gold lighter Sadie 
watched him flip open the cap and point the 
lighter down into the bowl of the pipe. Then 
with a quick snap of his thumb, a bright yellow 
flame flickered to life and danced in Sadie's 
eyes. 
Sadie squinted at the bright yellow beam of 
light that shined in her face as she slowly 
made her way down the sidewalk. She knew 
the street well - she took it to work every 
morning - but tonight, it seemed to be 
deserted and unfamiliar Clutching the pink 
bundle in her arms tightly to her chest, she 
passed in front of a streetlight where an old, 
unshaven man was sitting and nursing a bottle 
of whiskey. "Where're you going, pretty lady," 
she had heard him mumble. She glanced at 
him out of the corner of her eye, but kept 
moving silently forward, not daring to 
acknowledge him. No one must know, she 
thought to herself. They wouldn't understand; 
they'd want to stop me. I can't let that 
happen; this has to be done. "For you, my 
baby," Sadie whispered as she lifted her 
daughter up closer to her face. Starting to 
walk a bit faster, Sadie watched her own thin 
shadow warp from long to short then back to 
long again as she passed from one streetlamp 
to the next. The street was eerie tonight. 
Quiet. It would be back to normal though, in 
the morning. And so would her life. A little bit, 
anyway. She would walk down this same 
sidewalk, then stop at Max's little coffee shop 
just like she always did. He would know just 
what to get her Coffee and a bagel with 
cream cheese. Max knew her well. He would 
ask her how everything was and she would 
say everything was fine . Just like she used to. 
Then she would tell Max about tonight. He 
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would listen and understand. He would tell 
her everything was okay. Then he would smile 
and tell her that she better get going or she 
was going to be late, and to have a good day 
at the office. Just like he used to. Yes, Max 
would understand, Sadie assured herself as 
she came to a halt and looked up into the 
moonlit sky to the top of the eighteen-story 
building where she worked. "This is it , baby," 
she gently said to the quiet little girl in her 
arms as she entered the building. Sadie 
looked to her left as she walked through the 
revolving door and saw that Officer Higgins 
was the guard on duty. When he saw her, he 
tipped his hat to Sadie and asked her what 
she was doing there so late. He hadn't seen 
her in quite a while, wondered how she was 
doing, he said. "Just have to get a little 
something done tonight," is all Sadie told him 
as she pressed the button for an elevator 
Unlike Max, Officer Higgins wouldn't 
understand. "Say, is that your little girl?" he 
asked as she waited. "We hear she's quite a 
little fighter You'll have to let me see her 
when you come back down, okay?" she heard 
him eagerly say as she stepped into the 
elevator and pushed the button for the top. 
Officer Higgins just wouldn't understand. 
A few quick puffs and the pipe was going 
again. He snapped the lighter shut and set it 
down on the table next to him as he put his 
feet back down and leaned forward in his 
chair 
"Sadie, I want to try to understand how you 
came to the conclusion that something so 
drastic had to be done. After all , it was a very 
big decision for you to make." 
Sadie shrugged . 
"What about the baby's father?" 
"What about him?" 
"Did he know what was happening?" 
Sadie shook her head. "I don't even know 
where he is. And even if I did, and I told him 
about it all , he probably wouldn't care. It took 
me long enough to figure out that he doesn't 
give a damn about me. He never did. And I 
think the fact that he disappeared after I told 
him I was pregnant tells you how much he 
would have cared about the baby." 
'Tm sorry." 
"Don't be. Just forget it. Forget him." 
"Is that what you've done?" 
"Yeah, I guess." Sadie sighed. "I really loved 
him. And I convinced myself that he loved me 
too. Huh! What a lie. He was just using me, 
like a puppet without any feelings or thoughts. 
The same way, I guess, that the doctors 
treated me as far as Krista went. From the 
very beginning, I was so powerless to do 
anything." 
"Krista and I were supposed to have had a 
great life together Who would have thought 
all this could happen to us. We never even 
had a chance." 
"But you still could have , Sadie. It might 
have worked out. You never know. That's 
why it's so hard to understand why you did 
what you did." 
"No. I think you, and anybody else for that 
matter, can understand why I did what I did, 
even if you don't want to admit it It's not 
the understanding, but the forgiving that's so 
hard. Isn't it?" 
Slightly nodding his head but saying 
nothing, he looked away from Sadie and down 
to the pipe that he still held in his hand, 
seemingly lost in his own thoughts. The room 
was quiet as Sadie watched him turn the pipe 
over and over in his hands, the only sound 
now being the soft whisper coming from the 
little tape recorder 
The gentle hum of the elevator was 
strangely soothing as Sadie watched the 
numbers above the elevator doors light up 
one by one. Sixteen. Seventeen. Eighteen. 
Sadie clenched her baby tightly to her chest 
as the doors opened and she stepped out of 
the elevator "You can rest soon now, my 
precious. No more fighting. No more pain. 
You can rest," she told her baby as she slowly 
made her way up the stairs, out to the roof 
and over to the ledge of the building. Looking 
down, Sadie took a deep breath and felt, for 
the first time that night, the wind lightly 
whipping around to caress her and her 
daughter A chill ran through her body as 
Sadie wrapped the blanket tighter around her 
baby, then feebly holding her out over the 
ledge, and blowing her a kiss goodbye, Sadie 
let go. Closing her eyes, Sadie dropped to her 
knees and sat for a few moments, wondering 
what she should do next. She felt strangely 
peaceful as she slowly rose to her feet, the 
cold sting of the concrete still biting at her 
legs, and began to make her way back down 
to the ground floor She had something to tell 
Officer Higgins. 
"Well Sadie, where do you think you'll go 
from here?" 
"That's up to you, isn't it , and what you 
decide to tell them about me?" 
"Up to a point , maybe." 
"Anyway, I don't care. I'm tired of caring. 
I'm too tired to care. And I won't be hurt 
anymore. Besides, without Krista, it really 
doesn't matter what happens to me." 
"Life isn't as hopeless as you make it sound, 
Sadie." 
"Sadie?" 
It was Max. Just seeing him and hearing the 
sound of his voice made Sadie smile. "Hi, 
Max," she whispered. 
"How are you doing, Sadie?" 
A Child's Loss 
Bryan K. Stevens 
Against blue spring skies, 
rising on the fresh, balmy breeze, 
A red balloon - Free! 
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"I'm alright," she said. Max had his head 
hung downward and had yet to look at her 
face. "Max?" 
"Yeah, Sadie?" 
"You do understand, don't you?" 
Even with his head hung low, Sadie could 
see the quiver on Max's lips as he swallowed 
hard. He couldn't answer her 
"I could explain, Max." 
"No I don't think I need to hear about it , 
Sadie It wouldn't change anything." 
"Please, Max?" Sadie could barely whisper 
as tears began streaming down her face . 
"No. Really Sadie, I'm sorry. About 
everything that's happened. I just came to see 
that you were doing okay. That's all. " He 
turned around and began to head for the 
door 
"Max? Please don't leave me!" Sadie 
pleaded. "Just let me tell you why I know 
you'd understand! Max? Please " Sadie 
blinked and wiped her eyes as she begged for 
him to return. The tears just wouldn't stop. 
Holly Russo, Icarus, Photography 
Shadow 
Honorable Mention Poetry 
Susan Roper 
Yesterday, I gently lifted a trapped ladybug from Momma's fine silver hair, giving it 
freedom. I found a Granddaddy Longlegs in the bathtub, his water-logged body 
too heavy to scale the porcelain walls. I tenderly clasped one spindly 
leg between a finger and thumb and carried him outside to the 
garden. Hearing a frantic buzz, I slid open the screen 
door, helping a honey bee find fresher air, sweeter 
nectar When I stepped into the kitchen I saw 
a moth on the floor I knelt, gingerly 
touching silent wings, hoping to 
feel a flutter, but finding 
none. I wiped a tear, 
leaving a streak 
of dust on my 
cheek. 
Today, 
I crush a wasp 
just to hear the pop 
of his plastic-hard body 
and watch the cold yellow life 
ooze out on still wings, while I joust 
with his stinger that searches the air like 
a drowning hand. Slowly, I burn a jumping spider 
with my cigarette, staring at his shrinking body as I 
inhale the stink of singed arachnid silk. Like Hitler's army, 
fearless ants parade across my kitchen cabinet. Excitedly, I spray 
poison, counting the seconds to death, marking the strongest for my next 
attack. I watch until all movement stops. Hungry now, I hunt, and hunt, for more. 
Tomorrow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ? 
Nicki Allison, Lizard, First Place Graphics 
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A Page from a Soldier's Diary 
Honorable Mention Poetry 
Susan Roper 
Sometime in March 
It has rained so many days I've lost count. We are trying 
to move early mornings now, but the men are sluggish 
and the mud, like quicksand, swallows progress. 
Damn the mud. 
It sucks on our boots like despair on our souls. 
Our number is dwindling - bodies buried under mucky clay 
at every camp. We can't even dig a proper grave, 
the sod heavy and gravity stronger than our shovels. 
There is no clean water 
Streams and rivers are thick with silt, consuming 
banks like hungry brown demons. 
Nature is the only enemy we fight now. She robs 
our food supply with breeding black mold. Infection 
invades minute cuts, festering into volcanoes 
erupting with disease. 
Days are muggy and nights are cold. 
Air and water duel for dominance of breath, seconded 
by suffocation. Lungs labor like rusty pumps 
in deep wells, excavating contaminated slime. 
At night, like icy bullets, the chill attacks. 
Our blankets are soggy with mire and stink, 
smothering us in frigid wool coffins. 
I think that hell must be cold. 
Anita Benton, It's All Gone, Photography 
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Citizens' Hill 
Second Place Poetry 
Mike Bradley 
Morning, just at dawn, is a good time 
To jog, before or after meditation. No 
Traffic in the cemetery, one 
Can readily center on the running. Asleep 
Twenty minutes ago, this is often 
The most important thing all day. 
Someone burned a dog in the Negro 
Cemetery above town. Laid out 
Like a poor barbecue, the blackened 
Fur and bulging ribs transcect 
Whoever lies below. Liberated of all 
T onus, the jaws are immense, much 
More imposing than ever in life, yapping 
At cars and uninterested passersby. 
Kids, no doubt, playing at Satan 
Worship, having despaired 
Of finding something real in school, 
On television, lured a stray 
With a Whopper or a quarter-pound 
Of supermarket raw, killed, gutted, 
Burned him just at midnight on 
A random grave, marked blood 
On one another, waited. Went 
Home with a plausible, consistent 
Story for the hour and the smell. 
Down the hill, breathing levels. 
Cars wait at crossroads, and 
The burned dog waits among 
The overgrowth on veterans' 
And paupers' graves, like 
A beggar's open hand. 
Karen Brewster, Creating Fear, Second Place Drawing / Printmaking 
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I love houseplants - nice, full , lush plants. 
That's how mine look when I bring them 
home. Three weeks later, a plant in my care 
has four leaves and shudders visibly when I 
approach it. 
My home is a plant mortuary. There are 
several species of greenery in various stages 
of non-growth. Some droop, others shrivel, 
most just give up the ghost without a struggle, 
dropping those final vestiges of life to litter my 
carpet. From day one there is always more of 
the plant on the floor than there is gracing the 
cute little pot (which, incidentally, cost more 
than the plant!). Every time I get close enough 
to water them , I have to vacuum. The only 
species to enjoy longevity is a tough, three-
pronged mother-in-law's tongue, so aptly 
named, and so indicative of my relationship 
with its fleshly counterpart, which also merely 
"survives." 
I have read that plants are sensitive to 
human emotion. Surely my fern realizes it was 
without malice that I pinched off its yellowed, 
curling fronds. And wasn't that rose moss 
appreciative when, feeling compelled by its 
near-fatal case of mealy bugs, I gave it an 
alcohol bath? I admit I don't talk to them 
My Cross to Bear 
Angel Y. Bryant 
often. I have a six-year old daughter who talks 
incessantly and requires constant feedback, 
so I can't be overly concerned with their lack 
of stimulating conversation. 
A popular womens' magazine tells me 
plants react positively to classical music. I'm 
sure that the reverberations of Led Zeppelin, 
ZZ Top, and Ted Nugent were not exactly 
what they had in mind. Still, you'd think they 
could appreciate the classic, Stairway to 
Heauen . Everybody's a critic. 
I can't help feeling cheated. It seems I have 
invested my botanical time to no avail. I have 
never been blessed with a prolific spider plant, 
never had a cactus that didn't turn to mush in 
three days, or obtained a succulent that didn't 
succumb to my tender loving care. It's just not 
fair! 
I detest people who have a three-foot ti 
plant that grew from a three-inch piece of 
wood originally enclosed in a baggie and 
purchased at the K-Mart for ninety-eight 
cents! You know these people the ones 
with obvious green thumbs whose view from 
every northern, southern, eastern and 
western exposure is blocked by overgrown 
philodendrons, western cosmic gardeners 
who entertain on patios resembling tropical 
paradises on which palms and rubber trees 
supply abundant shade. Even their bathrooms 
are festooned with irritatingly healthy ferns 
that bask in an environment of perfect 
humidity. As I stand there powdering my nose 
at the mirror, which mockingly reflects curling 
tendrils of new growth, I am posessed by a 
perfectly beastly urge to bring pruning shears 
upon my next visit. I have an instinctual 
mistrust of people who know their 
houseplants by name, age, and number of 
houseplant spikes they receive monthly. 
When asked to divulge their secret to 
maintaining beautiful foliage, they reply rather 
smugly, "I just water them." 
So I go home, drag out the watering can, 
test the water with my elbow, give them all a 
drink, dodge the falling debris and 
vacuum. 
Recently I went out, undaunted by past 
experience, and purchased English Ivy which 
was just itching to drape itself on a 
horticultural cross for me. Martyrdom is 
rather endearing "Your three weeks are 
up!" 
Nicki Allison, Geraniums, Honorable Mention Photography 
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The Liberated Husband 
Melissa M . Rasnake 
(under the pseudonym Jonathan Miller) 
With all the uncertainties in life, I thought 
there was one thing I could be sure of. When I 
married, I wanted a wife. I've changed my 
mind. Now, I want a husband. 
In the days of B.L. (Before Liberation), men 
and women married, becoming, respectively, 
husband and wife. The husband provided for 
the wife and, eventually, his family. He 
tirelessly, and usually without appreciation, 
worked from sunrise to sunset, just so the 
wife could live serenely and without worry. 
While he, the husband, was struggling, 
clawing and getting pushed around in the 
cold, cruel world, she, the wife, could relax at 
home enjoying the pleasures of cooking 
(happy visions of Julia Child joyously 
preparing delights), sewing (sitting at the 
treadle as the whine of the machine lulls one 
into tranquility), and watching over the kids 
(what can compare with the satisfaction of 
seeing the day-to-day changes?). The wife 
resided not at the head of the household, but 
rather on top of the "pedestal"! 
Then, seemingly overnight, something went 
wrong somewhere. Maybe it was a subliminal 
message sent through the daytime soaps over 
a lengthy period of time. Maybe it came from 
being lonely on the pedestal (personally, I 
think the Tupperware parties have been a 
coverup for this scheme). At any rate, the wife 
suddenly became liberated. Set free! The wife 
left the pedestal. The wife left the home. The 
wife left the kids. The wife left the 
husband. The wife leapt right into the 
husband's world the cold, cruel world. 
She survived. So did he. He still struggled, 
clawed and was pushed around in the cold, 
cruel world, but now he also fought in a new 
environment which was almost alien to him -
the home! 
While the wife began reading U.S. News 
and World Report instead of Good 
Housekeeping, her husband was devouring 
(almost literally, depending upon the success) 
Betty Cracker's Guide to Cooking. While she 
learned about the GNP, he learned about the 
PTA. 
The husband found out that six a.m. did 
exist! Coffee did not magically perk overnight 
and appear in cups in the morning. He had 
kids to pack and lunches to dress (or is it the 
other way around?) . Six a.m. was too early to 
think clearly. By seven a.m. the wife was on 
her way out, with a hurried goodbye: "Dear, I 
won't be home for dinner I have a meeting. " 
So much for the candlelight dinner for two the 
husband had planned. 
He, the husband, worked his job and then 
came home to begin again. The husband had 
dishes to wash, stacks of which were nearly 
ready to topple onto the floor The husband 
had office work. The husband had laundry to 
clean (was it one box per load, or load the 
machine as full as possible?) . The husband 
had kids to feed, to keep an eye on, to 
entertain, to watch closer, to put to bed, and 
then to put to bed again. The husband had 
the wife to encourage, love and support. The 
husband was not just a "married man" 
anymore. The husband had become a 
19 
multi-dimensional being! 
Wonderful! I want a husband, but can I still 
have a wife as well? 
Nicki Allison, Mary's Kitchen, Photography 
Sacraments of Goodbye 
Lon Tobin 
International Airport, San Francisco, California. 
Overseas Departure Gate #7 
A couple walks down the aisle to their gate of separation. 
For "in sickness and in health, 
for better or worse," 
they, a pre-meiotic helix, 
pass through strangers tossing glances 
that shower them like sterile rice. 
The one must now become two again. 
They sit together to share one last feast, 
flat wafers of their shared Ii ves 
minus the leaven of recalled facts 
but plus the simplicity of sacred remembrances. 
Lips move as if nibbling each memory 
like tender grapes once carelessly gulped 
in an eternal vineyard 
but now they savor each one 
for the harvest will soon be over 
"This is my body given for you. 
This do in remembrance of me." 
"Now calling Flight 32, San Francisco to Peking ... 
all passengers prepare to exit through Gate #7." 
While others stand with ashen faces, 
jaws set with rigor mortis, 
pressing for the open hatch of the turbo-powered fatalist 
awaiting, 
they embrace, 
bifocal- creased nose buried in silver gray hair, 
cheeks together, 
baptized with each other's tears. 
One last time arms interlock 
as if crossing each other during last rites. 
And the angel in black whispers, 
"Boarding pass, please." 
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Jon M. Estep, And There Appeared an Angel from Heaven, Honorable Mention Drawing / Printmaking 
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Mike Holsomback, Death of a Clown, Drawing/ Printmaking 
Dehydrated Man 
Third Place Poetry 
Nell McGrady 
From her side she extracted 
a single rib, then covered 
that bone with papier mache -
old issues of Ms., New Woman, 
old flyers from 
the '84 Democratic campaign 
soaked in Perrier -
made him sickle-shaped 
and skinny, 
six-handed, 
molded his head 
over a·coat hanger, 
a Picasso in 3-0, 
but found she wanted 
more than hands 
for stuffing envelopes, 
wanted someone to march 
for her in Philadelphia, 
Washington, 
so she gave him legs 
and a touch of mouth -
enough to scream 
but she wanted him sympathetic 
so she gave him ears, eyes, 
told him about PMS, 
took him to her NOW meeting 
and next morning 
she sneezed 
herself awake above 
a crescent of dust 
and her sisters said 
they knew it all along. 
22 
Scarecrow's Soul 
Chris Lynn Taylor 
Strands of hay string loosely 
bind me 
to an unsteady crosspiece 
beseiged by twisted vines and 
overgrown jack-o-lanterns 
my humble frame displays 
dejection and loneliness 
garbed in torn fragments of mildewing cloth 
stuffed with damp hay unevenly 
my silhouette casts a grotesque shadow 
frightens small children 
repulses wee animals 
but never fa zes the insistent 
black crows 
harass me daily 
horrid evil creatures 
piercing marble eyes 
undaunted taunting parade 
around me 
My own mismatched buttons 
stare sadly outward 
under a crumpled brown cap 
concealed 
Excited children 
leap from their schoolbus 
to scurry home carefully 
a safe distance from my field 
one curious child 
slows his pace 
turns 
examines me 
hesitates a moment 
advances through the tangled pumpkin puzzle 
close enough 
to touch my gloved hand 
trembling 
he swiftly snatches the rotted glove 
spinning 
he hastily retreats to his cheering classmates 
clutching proudly 
his prized trophy 
As the chattering group 
fades 
into the background 
a solitary tear 
slips 
down from my cheek 
to the cold earth below 
disappearing 
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Rebecca B. Lehnen, #9, Drawing / Printmaking 
The Lost Universe 
Somewhere in the world there is a powerful, 
invisible force that sucks single socks and 
everyone's favorite pair of underwear into 
another dimension, respectfully know as "the 
underwear zone." Every day, thousands of 
innocent socks and underwear are vacuumed 
up into it , unbeknownst to their owners. No 
one knows for sure when or where it will 
strike next. It leaves no clues, no ransom 
notes, or even business cards. It comes and 
goes at will, or at the touch of a button; no 
one really knows. But, laundry-goers 
everywhere agree that the underwear zone 
"fights dirty." 
The "sock enigma" is nothing new, actually; 
it has been documented throughout the ages. 
In a recent archeological discovery, the 
fossilized sock drawer of a prehistoric man 
revealed that he was blessed with only one 
mammoth sock and one leopard sock. There 
is also certain evidence that disputes the 
popular legend that Julius Caesar's wife was 
warned by a soothsayer not to let her 
husband leave the house on the Ides of 
March, the day he was fatally stabbed. The 
truth of the matter is that she made up the 
story to keep Julius at home because she was 
too embarrassed to let him leave the house 
wearing two socks that didn't match. In a 
letter to Betsy Ross, George Washington 
expressed his concern about the underwear 
zone: "It is so embarrassing. How can I fight a 
revolution and maintain the respect of my 
troops if my socks don't match? My troops 
are laughing at me; it is undermining my 
authority as a leader Right now I only have 
one red one, one white one, and one blue 
one." The letter further reveals that the father 
of our country believed in a "lost universe" 
where all socks and underwear "mysteriously 
disappear" "I can imagine them, Betsy, out 
there in the heavens at night, mocking me and 
my cold feet with their sinister, insensitive 
sockly smiles." 
This dilemma of the "sock enigma" has just 
recently attracted the attention of many well-
known scientists, philosophers, and 
theologians around the world. Many of them 
believe that while progress is being made, a 
solution to the "sock enigma" may be several 
years down the road. One "sockologist" in 
particular, Dr. Julius Nerfenbaum, underwear 
specialist at the Institute of Bowel Disorders in 
Chicago, has some very interesting insights. 
"Underwear is more than a mere article of 
clothing or an expression of fashion or 
fantasy; underwear has a living soul, similar to 
that of marine animals that reproduce 
assexually. They have an intrinsic nature 
resembling that of a skilled illusionist - now 
you see them, now you don't. When they 
disappear in your dryer, it is nothing more 
than a mere transfer of energy, transfiguring 
the sock and giving it the impression of being 
invisible, when in reality it has transcended 
into a higher physical and spiritual spectrum 
- a sort of 'sock kharma,' if you will." 
Another theory is that the static electricity 
First Place Non-Fiction 
Tommy Warden 
in the dryer is collected in the sock, and when 
the static level reaches a specific intensity, the 
air surrounding the sock is bombarded with 
electrons and the living space around the sock 
opens up, momentarily revealing "the lost 
universe." The sock is swept into this lost 
dimension, which is said to be like a 
tremendous void similar to the energy at the 
exact center of a "supernova" star, unless its 
"soul-mate" sock's polarity is positive - this 
would effectively thwart the lost universe and 
save the sock from its eternal destination 
but only temporarily. All this happens within a 
very brief time and space in the comfy 
confines of your dryer Your doomed socks 
and underwear become "star-lint," eaten by 
the black hole within. 
Other experts hold fast to the simple 
explanation that the lost universe is merely 
hungry, and enjoys the taste of sock and 
underwear Others maintain that it may be a 
dastardly communist conspiracy similar to the 
one that burned out thousands of tiny 
refrigerator lights in American households in 
1963. Corporate executives at both Fruit of 
the Loom and Hanes have denied being a part 
of any communist plot. Some believe the 
socks and underwear are actually clever aliens 
in disguise sent to earth to infiltrate the 
garment industry and observe human 
behavior first hand. 
There is a strange cult of people in 
California known as the "Disciples of the Lost 
Sock Universe and Garden Club" that believe 
that the spirit of the missing clothing article 
remains within the house for "quite a long 
while," haunting the inhabitants with a faint 
underwear-like scent from time to time, if it 
feels as if it was abused by them during its 
existence on earth. 
Some of them have actually seen ghost-like 
images of socks "floating" through their 
bedrooms at night. One person claims to have 
communicated with a favorite article of 
underwear that had met its fate somewhere in 
the "underwear zone" earlier that month. 
According to Jethro Fuzzle, the High Priest of 
the Lost Sock Universe and Garden Club, it 
let out a powerful, sad, and ominous fart-like 
wailing that still brings chill bumps to his body 
whenever he thinks about it. The "sock-
worshipping weirdos," as they are called by 
others (among other things), recreated the 
strange wailing before and after all their 
meetings as sort of a symbolic "call of the 
wild,'' much to the annoyance of their 
neighbors (two elderly folks who have recently 
become alcoholics). Their philosophy of 
missing underwear is simple: "Hey, like, it was 
just their time to go, man." Their motto: 
"Show your underwear that you really 
care, 
Give them the kind of love that lasts, 
Kiss my underwear - or kiss my ass!" 
The sock enigma lingers on as one of 
today's most serious social issues and may 
very well still be a plaguing social hindrance to 
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generations to come, unless definite progress 
can be achieved. The heart of the problem is 
that there isn't any concrete evidence that a 
"sock universe" actually exists. There is 
nothing tangible that directly links lost 
underwear to a spiritual realm, aliens, or the 
communists. One can only hope that the "lost 
universe" that indiscriminately snatches new 
and old socks and underwear alike, will soon 
have mercy and end its terrorizing rampage 
on our American underarticles. 
peep. 
George N. Buck 
"We are a feeling, an awareness encased here." 
- Castaneda 
this moment is the first and the last. 
poised between. monad, morbid, member 
it has no history and no next. 
nothing to forget or forgive. this. 
when the shell breaks, hunger rushes in, 
the light that blinds. now there is movement 
and rhythm reaching past the membrane 
that held and protected and held back. 
the beak is dull and black. it struggles 
against the hardness, against the cold, 
against its own binding constructions. 
it has to. pieces fall out of place. 
eyes look out at eyes looking in. 
now wait, now push. now falling back. rest. 
time starts to pass. one more kick for out. 
it lies there, gasping to gain control. 
its feathers wet and useless. a fat fate . 
suddenly there are feet, weight, and up. 
then place, then distance, then company. 
it finds a voice, the color yellow. 
it dries to the weather and the reach. 
already lice are seeking it out. 
already it is laying down tracks. 
when heat and dark come back, it hides whole 
beneath that welcome that touch that risk. 
another hard layer of belonging, 
another shell to shield and nourish, 
to endure and break open. it will live. 
Sherry L. Johnson, Fowl Play Logo, Third Place Graphics 
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Losing a Battle, Winning a War: 
Y ossarian and Dunbar in Catch-22 
Michael J. Brown 
"I have a number of things like that which I like to think are only mine; it gives me an edge on the 
world. But one by one, I give them away." 
Through literary sleight-of-hand Joseph 
Heller effectively disguises the most important 
secondary character in Catch-22, Dunbar 
The author presents Dunbar as a tangible 
character who, true to Mr Heller's preceding 
intimation, is revealed gradually as the 
protagonist's partial reflection. Mr Heller 
endows these characters with a spiritual bond 
which transcends physical possibilities. The 
characters exhibit similar behaviors that the 
author attributes to common motives. More 
precisely, Dunbar is that part of Yossarian 
which traps him within society until he gains 
enough insight to overcome his phantom self 
and attain his freedom. 
The characters' motives and actions are too 
intertwined to be identified as mutually 
exclusive. The characters' similar dialogues 
and beliefs limn each figure in complementary 
shades, while Mr Heller attributes additional 
qualities to Yossarian that take him outside 
Dunbar's lines. 
The author introduces Lieutenant Dunbar 
in the sixth paragraph of Catch-22. Here, the 
Lieutenant's reflective quality is demonstrated 
as Heller describes him being "across the aisle 
from Yossarian." This image is further 
enhanced through Yossarian's and Dunbar's 
conversation with the Texan, another patient 
in their hospital ward. Dunbar declares that 
there is "no patriotism." Yossarian agrees that 
"there's no patriotism, that's what it is. And 
no matriotism, either " The Assyrian echoes 
Dunbar while adding his own thought. Though 
innocuous, this expansion of Dunbar's idea is 
important, since it demonstrates Yossarian's 
need to go outside the character limned by 
Dunbar 
The characters also share motives for their 
actions in the early part of the book. Both flee 
the hospital on the same morning because 
"the Texan wanted everyone in the hospital to 
be happy but Yossarian and Dunbar" They 
loathe leaving the hospital because outside of 
it "the only thing going on was war, and no 
one seemed to notice but Yossarian and 
Dunbar " Mr Heller uses these passages to 
quickly develop his characters' shared 
consciousness. The characters are no longer 
concerned about petty societal squabbles; 
they recognize the real dilemma that 
confronts their society World War II . 
However, the most important preliminary clue 
to Dunbar's significance lies in Heller's 
description of where Dunbar lives. Heller tells 
the reader that "the tent [Yossarian] lived in 
stood smack up against the wall of a shallow, 
dull-colored forest separating his own 
squadron from Dunbar's." Having separated 
the Lieutenant and the Assyrian by this wall, 
Heller then begins to fortify and endow the 
characters with separate identities that lead 
the reader away from a true understanding of 
- Joseph Heller commenting on Catch-22. * 
Dale Penley, Art at Night, Photography 
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these characters' interdependence. 
The author subtly masks Dunbar's 
relationship with Yossarian by placing Dunbar 
in situations that require the reader to think of 
Dunbar as a tangible entity. Allusions to 
Dunbar's ethereal quality are made when the 
character is introduced to the reader, but Mr 
Heller relies on the reader's naivete in this 
part of the novel to mask the significance of 
these allusions. Having given preliminary clues 
regarding Dunbar, Heller proceeds to make 
the character seem more tangible. The reader 
grows accustomed to thinking of Dunbar as 
entirely real. At this point, Heller reintroduces 
the character's ethereal quality. The 
protagonist's discovery of Dunbar's true 
significance is similar to the reader's. When 
the Assyrian realizes the futility of his 
relationship with Dunbar, he is compelled to 
make the decisions that will set him free. 
Dunbar exhibits concrete behaviors. He 
argues with Clevinger He helps Yossarian put 
Hungry Joe in bed. He obtains codeine to 
help calm Yossarian as the bomber group 
awaits their ordeal over Bologna. Finally, he 
lands back in the hospital with Yossarian 
where Nurse Cramer diagnoses the two: 
"you're both crazy." Though these events 
seem to make him a real character separate 
from Yossarian, Dunbar's argument with 
Clevinger is nearly identical in form to an 
argument Yossarian has with Clevinger 
Dunbar and Yossarian both put Hungry Joe 
in bed. Dunbar is concerned about 
Yossarian's welfare before the Bologna raid 
because if there is no Yossarian, there is no 
Dunbar 
The characters' relationship moves 
inexorably towards its climax after Nurse 
Cramer's admonition. They moan together 
before the group's mission to Avignon. The 
chaplain, immersed in his own confusion 
regarding deja vu, "felt safe when he was at 
the officers' club with Yossarian and Dunbar" 
because "Yossarian and Dunbar were much 
more relaxed and the chaplain was hardly 
uncomfortable with them at all." The chaplain, 
a spiritual man by vocation, senses that 
Yossarian and Dunbar are poised on the 
threshold of a spiritual existence in which 
their goals are becoming more personal than 
societal. 
Chapter twenty-six places the Lieutenant 
and the Assyrian in the hospital again. 
However, unlike their other visits to the 
hospital made under the characters' false 
pretenses of illness, this visit reveals 
Yossarian recovering from a wound obtained 
in combat. Dunbar is there to malinger 
Yossarian awakes from anesthesia to find 
him "lying in pajamas in the bed across the 
aisle." Only now, Dunbar has assumed the 
new and significant identity of Second 
Lieutenant Anthony F Fortiori. The name 
Fortiori, derived from the Italian word forte, 
means strength. This terminological 
distinction can be successfully applied to 
Dunbar's reflection on the Assyrian as it 
reaches its fullest intensity during and after 
this hospital visit. 
Due to a series of incidents engineered by 
Dunbar, Yossarian faces a psychiatrist. Part 
of the dialogue between the psychiatrist and 
the protagonist is as follows: 
Psychiatrist: "These sessions are no more 
pleasant for me than they are for you, you 
know." 
Yossarian: "I'll mention it to Dunbar" 
Psychiatrist: "Dunbar?" 
Yossarian: "He's the one who started it all. It's 
his dream." 
Psychiatrist: "Oh, Dunbar I'll bet Dunbar is 
that evil fellow who really does all those 
nasty things you're always being blamed 
for, isn't he?" 
Yossarian: "He's not so evil." 
Psychiatrist: "And yet you'll defend him to the 
very death, won't you." 
Yossarian: "Not that far" 
Through this exchange, Yossarian 
acknowledges for himself and for the reader 
that Dunbar does "nasty things," though the 
Assyrian disavows that Dunbar is evil. 
Further, Yossarian gains an awareness that he 
will retain Dunbar only as long as Dunbar 
does not threaten Yossarian's own existence. 
Dunbar's role as Yossarian's partial 
reflection causes the secondary character to 
assume a surrealistic aura. Dunbar and 
Yossarian are the only two characters in 
Catch-22 whose individual identities remain 
largely undeveloped. Their pasts are never 
revealed, nor is either one's impact on society 
explored until after Dunbar "disappears." 
Dunbar's disappearance is significant due to 
its surreal implications. Admittedly, Heller's 
use of realistic fiction seems to preclude such 
an occurrence; people ordinarily do not 
disappear leaving no trace of their former 
existence. Therefore, this disappearance must 
be viewed as the manifestation of Yossarian's 
desire to transcend the social order and 
employ whatever means are necessary to save 
himself. 
The coexistence of Yossarian firmly 
established, the author proceeds to dissolve 
their independence. Both characters are 
united in murderous rage when several 
soldiers drunkenly fire a machine gun over a 
squadron. Yossarian charges over a hill 
toward the machine gun when: 
A twig snapped nearby. Yossarian 
dropped to his knees with a cold thrill of 
elation and aimed. He heard a stealthy 
rustle of leaves on the other side of the 
sandbags and fired two quick rounds. 
Someone fired back at him once, and he 
recognized the shot. 
"Dunbar?" he called. 
Following this recognition, Yossarian informs 
Dunbar that one of the soldiers had been 
Sergeant Knight. Dunbar then responds, "let's 
go kill him," though Heller is quick to point 
out that "Yossarian no longer wanted to kill 
anyone." 
Mr Heller permits Yossarian to recognize 
Dunbar. solely from the report that the 
Lieutenant's weapon makes. This reaffirms 
that their relationship transcends physical 
possibility. Further, the abatement of the 
Assyrian's rage, contrasted with Dunbar's 
continued enmity indicates that a rift has 
formed in the characters' relationship. 
Dunbar's pragmatism is no longer useful to 
Yossarian. Dunbar states flatly that "there is 
no God" primarily because His existence is 
put forth in the Bible, a book written "by 
people too ignorant to understand the 
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mechanics of rainfall." While Dunbar 
categorically denies God's existence, 
Yossarian's view is milder He maintains that 
he doesn't believe in a God that would put so 
much pain and misery on earth. This contrast 
of spiritual values is why the Assyrian must 
ultimately flee his surroundings - Yossarian 
must become true to himself. His flight is an 
exodus toward truth and God, not an evasion 
of societal responsibilities. 
Joseph Heller sets up Yossarian's escape 
by "disappearing" Dunbar Yossarian tries to 
warn Dunbar, but can no longer find the 
Lieutenant. Following in the spectral wake of 
Dunbar's disappearence, the first line of 
chapter thirty-five (the chapter immediately 
after the Assyrian's discovery of Dunbar's 
disappearence) is: "For the first time in his life, 
Yossarian prayed." The protagonist is now rid 
of the self-imposed restraints of his former 
self and need no longer attempt his salvation 
under society's secular ethic. He can now face 
the world on his own terms, without regard to 
outward appearances. Through Yossarian's 
partial loss of self, he becomes free. 
Some critics maintain that the climax of Mr 
Heller's novel lies in chapter thirty-nine, "The 
Eternal City." Admittedly, the protagonist sees 
World War II era Rome as it really is for the 
first time in this chapter However, it is only 
because he visits the city with his newly found 
freedom and his new set of values that he can 
fully experience the agony found in the city. 
The climax of Catch-22 actually occurs in 
chapter thirty-four, when Yossarian realizes 
that he alone must assert himself spiritually, 
without regard for society's expectations or 
pressures. 
Joseph Heller has skillfully woven the 
character of Dunbar into Catch-22. Though 
Dunbar appears tangible, his ephemeral 
quality holds him on a path toward 
destruction until Yossarian gains insight into 
his own needs. This insight is dearly gained. It 
is only by sacrificing part of himself that 
Yossarian is able to attain the freedom which 
allows him to identify and pursue the life he 
seeks. Dunbar is Yossarian's ability to endure 
in society, and it is Dunbar's disappearance 
that allows Yossarian to champion himself. 
*Kiley, Frederick and Walter McDonald, eds. A 
Catch-22 Casebook. New York: Thomas Y Crowell 
Company, 1973, 286. 
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I have taken to living on the streets with 
Gretta. We are always walking through the 
maze of city buildings or standing on the 
corner of the block wrapped in the intricacies 
of conversation like a fine tapestry that 
protects us from the winos, white trash, 
niggers, retardates, and whores that we 
meander among. I stare down at the street 
from her window watching the insane life of 
the streets that lounges there while I suffer the 
insane life of her rooms: the guinea pigs, birds, 
hermit crabs, dogs and cats that lounge here. 
All of the dangling beads, littered jewelry, 
cacophonous artwork and exotic clothing she 
leaves streaming across the floor create an 
unbearable disorder through her house, like 
finely wafted carnage. So I have taken my life 
with her to the streets. 
We came out of the bar on 44th Street and 
made our way under the wasteful rain which 
was barely noticable tears from a drunk or 
the pall of a dead man. I wanted to wipe the 
tears which made the face of the city more 
streaked and ugly. Yet we were very drunk 
and our feet pounded in my head. We came 
from a dank bar where everyone was packed 
in the dark, drunk and jumping like a demonic 
marionette theatre. Gretta was the boldest 
puppet of madness with her outrageous red 
hair and covered in flashing rhinestones. A 
bunch of falling stars spinning wildly to a 
demise: Gretta shone the brightest. A dark 
cave in the lowest recesses of the ocean city 
where unnamed glittering fish swam: Gretta 
was the most electric . 
I knew suddenly that night that I did not 
belong in the dark trenchy abyss of the night 
where she thrived or amidst the maniacal 
battle of the city streets where she committed 
with her lusty obnoxious war cry. 
It is but an asylum. 
We came suddenly around the corner 42nd 
Street. Neon lights and cabs streamed past 
my eyes and faded like an insufferable twang. 
Dissonance. The streets of sex and the 
streaks of sex, a sex that leaves a trail like a 
slug's slime across the city. Decadence. Even 
the rats on the plaza were humping and 
scratching each other with unbarred pleasure. 
Discordant. 
There is no passion here. The soul is but a 
circle which has been lost in this city of lines. 
Buildings which move upward. Sidewalks 
which move across. People who push outward 
and fall down. Ascension and descension of 
concrete and steel line. Subway, sidewalk, 
highrise. The damnation of the streets which 
run in an eternal line. 
But Gretta is here and here only. She is 
gleeful and glorious streetwalker She is regal 
queen and unrequited whore, lunatic and 
reasoner, priest and confessor, counselor and 
courtier She is cockeyed with desire for 
Gretta Lived 
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Be straight, think right, 
But I might die tonight. 
- Cat Stevens 
everything in the street kingdom. 
I have never heard music until now. The 
first time I make my way towards her standing 
on the corner of 34th and Broadway among 
the horns and sirens which blow a mid-
afternoon Trumpet Voluntary , she is a bold, 
fluttering banner in her yellow dress, all 
flourish and pomp. 
The sound of The Carmina Burana streams 
from a parked limousine on the corner of 
Central Park as we emerge from meeting 
there. The Rastafaarians in the Village sing 
and slink into our veins like a coiled snake. 
Chopin's Prelude in C Minor resounds in the 
throngs outside of Carnegie Hall. An aria falls 
from a window on the Upper West Side as we 
pass under The Hari Krishna chant jangles on 
Fifth Avenue. The cadence of the street 
pusher cants over and over in Washington 
Square. There is the screech of the subway 
that Gretta's Vox angelica easily overwhelms. 
Gretta in, on, and of the streets where she 
is indifferent, inseparable, vain, and shamed. 
She passes a street vendor and buys. She 
steps over a panhandler and gives. She talks 
with every idiot and follows every marching 
band. She stops in the face of every street 
musician. 
A street singer stood on the corner of 42nd 
Street and sang a familiar melancholy song we 
both knew. 
"We're just two lost souls swimming in a 
fish bowl "* 
He watched Gretta as he played. The rain 
came colder and he began to wail a 
harmonica. The woeful sound brandished her 
and she cried with the street rain and his 
sounds. She was too broke to pay him for 
listening. I was too drunk and too deaf. 
She pulled off her glittering, tassled, brocade 
scarf - it shook in her hands like bells and 
wrapped it around his neck. She told him it 
was all she had. The rain dumped its torrential 
dregs into his guitar case and three blacks ran 
by and scooped up all his money. 
Gretta let out a cry of anguish and I slapped 
her The sound was lost in the falling grey 
concrete of sodden sky and the insufferable 
shrillness of standing unmoving on the street 
corner As we began to walk, Gretta sniffled. 
The rain dwindled and fell flatly. 
We were back in my room and I lost my 
key. My last refuge was now unfeasable. The 
street at this hour was unthinkable. I lay down 
with a drunken curse in the hallway, my body 
straight out. This slab of floor This morgue 
called New York City. 
Far away I heard her Gretta laughed. She 
was unafraid: she braved. With her halcyon 
face, Gretta belied. She belied all the Hell of 
the city. 
I cursed her as she readied to leave. I could 
hear her clammer away; I could almost see 
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her notorious white heels hitting the concrete 
and moving like two quick furtive animals, 
rabid in the darkness of the sidewalk while her 
eyes foamed . 
The streets of New York City, three levels: 
Subway, sidewalk, highrise. The world, three 
levels: Hell, Purgatory, Heaven. 
Where was I? 
Lying in the hallway where the sound of the 
city rose wailing and ethereal, hovering 
outside of Heaven, begging forgiveness, and 
cursing the scarf that encircled the street 
singer's neck. If it were still Gretta's scarf, it 
would be pulled more tightly than she could 
ever imagine around her own. 
Where was Gretta? 
Somewhere between Hell and Purgatory, 
needing no penance or repose. 
*Wish You Were Here by David Gilmour and Roger 
Waters 
That Sissy Blue will be the death of me 
someday, she will. She's gotten me in more 
hot water already than I could ever tell you 
about. Cold water, too, I better say, after her 
last rampage. Why it's probably gonna take 
me the whole dang summer to pay for all the 
damage she done over at Old Man Hicks' 
place yesterday. Sometimes I feel like if I ever 
get her raised, it will take one big, bloomin' 
miracle, it will, and it will be the biggest thing 
I've ever done in all my born days. 
Take yesterday's glorious mess, for 
instance. Cousin Gus and me were riding the 
ponies around the lower meadow, minding 
our own business and not paying no one no 
mind, when all of a sudden we hear Grandpa 
commence to holler And him way up by the 
barn corral yet. Well, when Grandpa starts 
whooping, it means everybody come on the 
double, so Gus and me, we just unlatched the 
gate and steered Nip and Tuck on up the hill 
to the farmyard . Now both of us knew good 
and well that Sissy Blue was pastured down 
the meadow with the ponies, but neither of us 
thought to close the gate 'til it was too late. 
'Cause by the time we got halfway up the hill, 
there come Sissy Blue loping right along after 
us just as pretty as you please. 
Well, who would have thought that would 
matter none? I often rode Sissy Blue up and 
down the pasture lane when she is in the mood 
to be ridden. But by the time we topped the 
hill , the ponies had slowed down considerable 
and Sissy Blue passed us on by and steered 
herself into the barn corral. Now that was a 
right decent thing for her to do under ordinary 
circumstances, but as soon as we followed her 
inside we could see the reason for Grandpa's 
whooping: the bees were swarming. There 
was one long, raggedy swarm dangling from 
the near corner of the barn eaves, and 
another just a rippling around the hitching 
post by the watering trough, and Grandpa 
was just trying to sweep a third swarm off of 
the hay wagon into a gunny sack. Poor old 
Grandpa was just crawling with bees and we 
could see he was really having his troubles, 
but be darned if that crazy Sissy Blue didn't 
run right up on him and almost knock him 
over The gunny sack went flying and a cloud 
of angry bees rose up in the air like a big puff 
of smoke and then just sort of settled down 
on top of Sissy Blue. 
Well, poor Blue was so spooked she nigh 
went crazy. She wheeled and she jerked and 
she kind of danced up and down and then all 
of a sudden you could see her figure things 
out and she rushed up over to the watering 
trough and stuck her head inside. "Bwaaah," 
she let out a bellow when she finally came up 
for air, water drooling off her muzzle and a 
swirl of bees circling her head. You could tell 
she was so dang puzzled she didn't know 
what the heck was going on. Her whole back 
ridge was aswarm with bees as she swished 
her tail and swatted her head around to see 
what was happening back there, her big 
brown eyes rolling around all bulged and 
Sissy Blue 
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bewildered. Grandpa, he grabbed the gunny 
sack and tried to swipe it across Blue's back, 
but she kicked up her heels just like a mule, 
and with another "bwaaah," she took off 
lickety-split. 
Now Ma had just hung a good big washing 
out on the clothesline and Sissy Blue must 
have calculated that them dangling clothes 
would make the best back-swisher around, for 
she headed straight for the farmhouse and the 
clotheslines. Her first swipe under the lines 
pulled down a pair of Grandpa's overalls, but 
they just sort of slid off her back. The next 
swipe tore loose a sheet that must have got 
hungup on Blue's nice little sharp horns 
because it covered the whole cow from head 
on down and just stayed there. 
Well, Blue and sheet, they took off cross-
country like that bat coming out of that hell-
place that everybody always talks about. 
"Here we go again," my head said aloud to my 
heart, and Grandpa must have heard, 
because he turned to me and yelled, "Go get 
her, Boy! Get off that fool pony and go get 
her!" 
Well, I knew what Grandpa meant about 
the pony. We've tried that before, and there's 
no way you can ever get Sissy Blue to stop 
when you are chasing her on a horse. She 
must think she's in some kind of race or 
something because she would sooner drop 
dead of exhaustion than let some fool four-
legged critter catch up with her But 
sometimes you can slow her down by just 
whooping a little, kind of like pretending you 
don't care if she comes or not. So Gus and 
me, we left Nip and Tuck there in the corral 
with Grandpa and the bees and away we went 
after Blue. 
Now by this time Blue was through the east 
meadow and heading straight for the 
cornfield. We started calling to her and 
clapping our hands like we do when we want 
her to come for a feeding, but she paid us no 
mind and kept right on, hellbent for the corn. 
She didn't even care about the two strands of 
electric fence Grandpa rigged up around the 
field last year, 'cause she never broke stride. I 
couldn't rightly tell from the distance I was at 
if she plowed into the fence and then tried to 
jump, or if she jumped first and then got a foot 
tangled in the upper wire, but whichever it 
was, poor Blue rose up in the air like a great 
white spook and then pitched head over heels 
KER-WUNK into the cornfield. It's a wonder 
she didn't break every bone in her body. My 
heart was in my throat, let me tell you, for I 
purely love that fool heifer, and don't ask me 
why neither But by the time me and Gus 
came huffing up she was already rolling and 
squirming around in the new little corn plants 
tearing away at that sheet for all she was 
worth. Ma will never be able to use it again, 
that's for sure, not even for scrub rags. 
'Cause every time Sissy Blue tried to get to 
her feet, she'd get a foot caught in the sheet 
and her hoof would rip through and she'd be 
even more tangled up than she was before. It 
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wasn't easy pulling that sheet off of her either, 
the way she was thrashing around through the 
corn, but when we finally got her free, I was 
sure glad to see that the bees were gone at 
least. 
Now wouldn't you think after all that 
commotion Sissy Blue would have had 
enough? I thought she was gonna follow me 
back to the barn like a little puppy dog the 
way she usually does after one of her wild 
escapades, and she thought about it, too, it 
seemed like, for she started back with me a 
little ways, and then she must have 
remembered them bees. All of a sudden she 
bawled and wheeled and took off through the 
corn again like a streak of blue lightening. 
"Oh boy, is Grandpa gonna be mad!" I 
yelled at Gus as we went down the cornrows. 
He didn't even answer, but he gave me a dirty 
enough look to let me know he was thinking, 
"Grandpa isn't the only one!" You see, Blue, 
she doesn't know about tender young corn 
plants and things like that, and how to run 
straight down a row so's you don't trample 
them to death, and she was zig-zagging all 
over the place, first to one side of the field and 
then to the other She must have been afraid 
of jumping the wire, poor thing, but Grandpa 
says she's about cost us forty bushel of corn 
come summer with all the havoc she's done in 
the east corn plot. Well, finally she got up her 
nerve to jump, and she was up and over that 
electric fence like it wasn't even there, but 
instead of heading on up the slope to home, 
she lit out across the hayfield bordering Old 
Man Hicks' place. 
Now things were getting pretty serious. 
Trespassing on the Hicks' farm is about the 
worst thing a body can do in these parts of 
the county. Gus, he went on ahead toward 
the spring-run on the far side of the field while 
I took the shortcut up the west slope clapping 
my hands and hollering, "Here Blue! Come 
Blue!" for all I was worth. And just when it 
looked like I was closing in on her, she turned 
and headed straight towards the creek. 
"Stop her! Stop her!" I shouted. "Head her 
off by the spring run!" But even as I choked 
out the words, I knew Cousin Gus was never 
gonna reach Sissy Blue in time to divert her 
devilish drive towards Old Man Hicks' place. 
She was going along at full gallop, that is, if 
you can consider a cow to gallop, and like as 
not, nothing could stop her now. Sissy Blue is 
the most bullheaded heifer a man ever laid 
eyes on, and when she makes up her ornery 
cow-mind to do something, well, neither hell 
nor high water can stop her, Grandpa says. 
So it weren't no surprise to me when she 
reached the spring run to see her kind of 
hunker down her hind quarters and leap clear 
over the four-bar fence row us boys had built 
one summer between the Hicks' farm and our 
own. Four bars high, can you believe it? Don't 
never tell me a cow can't soar as light as a 
deer when it takes a mind to, leastwise Sissy 
Blue sure can, and she topped that fence row 
as airy as thistle down, she did, without ever 
Ron Dockery, White Fence and Shadow, Photography 
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clipping the uppermost bar But she didn't 
reckon on the mire of the spring run itself, 
and when she landed, KER-SPLAT, she must 
have sunk in most up to her knees, which 
considerably broke her momentum. Plus the 
fact that Old Man Hicks had himself erected a 
barbed wire fence of sorts running clear down 
his side of the run, so there was Blue, trapped 
in this watery channel between the two 
fences , all fired up with no place to go, save 
up or down the creek bed. 
Now right off I could see we had a problem 
here. Short of knocking down one of our 
fence sections, there was no way me and Gus 
could get Sissy Blue out of her wet corral, 
whichever way she should decide to go. Down 
the spring run lay the Arney pond and I knew 
there was no great harm should our 
recalcitrant heifer decide to take an early 
spring swim. But up the spring run lay trouble, 
for the creek was fed from a spring in Old 
Man Hicks' backyard, and he was mighty 
particular about just who was welcome on his 
property and who was not, and I had an 
inkling that Sissy Blue was not. What was 
worse, the spring was partly covered by a little 
stone house where Mrs. Hicks kept her butter 
and perishables in a neat row of earthenware 
crocks. 
Gus was hanging over a fence bar by the 
time I came struggling up. Both of us were 
gasping for breath because we'd been chasing 
that darn fool heifer for probably the better 
part of a mile. We knew she must be as about 
wore out as we was, and our aggravation over 
her wild escapade was now turning to 
sympathy as we watched the half-crazy critter 
lunge back and forth across the creek, 
bouncing first off one fence, then the other 
"Look Gus, she's torn herself on the barbed 
wire," I pointed out. "We've got to get her out 
of here quick. You get up ahead of her and 
yell. Keep her from going up stream. And I'll 
try to steer her down to the pond." With that I 
slid off the fence bar right onto Sissy Blue's 
back and grabbed hold of both her ears. 
Now Sissy Blue has often allowed me to 
ride her when she is in one of her better 
moods. But this sure didn't seem to be one of 
those times, for she commenced to wheel and 
buck right there in the middle of the creek like 
some rodeo bronco, and I had all I could do 
just to hold on as she half tripped and 
staggered around in the rocky stream bed in 
her frenzy. 
"Head her down, Gus! Drive her down!" I 
shouted, and Gus began to jump up and down 
in front of us and give off some of his famous 
Indian war-whoops. Gus has always been the 
best whooper of all my cousins. Why, he 
could whoop the ears right off an Indian chief, 
I bet. But these war-whoops didn't seem to set 
right with Sissy Blue, because she stopped her 
bucking, lowered her head, and charged poor 
Gus with a bellow of rage. 
Now Gus, he isn't anybody's fool, so he 
turned and lit on up the creek bed as fast as 
his legs would carry him, splish-splashing 
through that icy spring water for all he was 
worth, which was, of course, purely a dumb 
thing to do, seeing as how he was leading us 
closer and closer to Old Man Hicks' 
springhouse. But you got to say this much for 
him, he never let up on his war-whoops all the 
way up stream, and by the time we reached 
the Hicks' property, both Hickses were out in 
the yard, right ready to witness all the ruckus. 
Well, first came Gus, bug-eyed and rabbit-
footed, leaping over rocks and the deeper 
pools and eddies, whooping his little heart out. 
Then comes me on Sissy Blue, wild-eyed and 
slather-mouthed, just a-chugging along as fast 
as a year old heifer can trot. By now I had my 
arms wrapped tight around Blue's neck while 
both my legs held onto her fat, sweaty sides 
the best they could. I, too, was doing my part 
and shouting, "Whoa Blue! Whoa girl!" at the 
top of my voice. 
Old Man Hicks, he began to shout, too, and 
I think even Mrs. Hicks, who is a right obliging 
little lady under almost any other 
circumstances, began to make some noises 
herself, and the next thing I knew, there was 
the springhouse and Sissy Blue bolting 
through the door Mind you, I said Sissy Blue 
bolting through the door, not me because the 
door lintel whalloped me off her back with a 
fearful whack that sent me sprawling into the 
creekbed. I just laid there awhile in that icy 
water, trying to catch my breath and listening 
to all the commotion: breaking crocks, 
bawling heifer, cursing Hickses, and even 
Gus, who was standing on the bank still 
letting out a war-whoop every now and then. 
"You dang fool young-uns!" Old Man Hicks 
thundered over my head . 
"Yes, Sir," I acknowledged, glancing at Gus 
who also solemnly nodded his approval at the 
salutation. 
"You're gonna pay for this, you are! You're 
part of that godforsaken Barley clan, ain't 
you? Yes, you are, and you're gonna pay for 
this, you are!" 
Gus and I both considered it best to 
continue nodding, since Old Man Hicks 
appeared to be agitated to the point of 
danger 
"Bwaaah," Sissy Blue stuck her head out of 
the springhouse and bawled her agreement. 
She swung her head up and down as she gave 
us a long, hard look, cottage cheese smeared 
across her muzzle and drooling out of her 
mouth. A cow can look so vulgar when it talks 
with its mouth full. 
"Get up, you stupid ninny, and get that 
dang fool cow out of my springhouse!" Old 
Man Hicks fairly screeched, his face turning 
as red as a July tomato, and his wattles 
jiggling like our old Tom turkey. I was right. 
He was a time bomb that had just gone off, 
and I pulled myself up and hobbled to the 
springhouse door I knew most of my bones 
were broken, but I wasn't about to argue with 
a man in his unseemly condition. 
"Yes, Sir!" I agreed, and "Yes, Sir!" Gus 
echoed, while Sissy Blue let out another 
"Bwaaah" and ducked back inside the 
springhouse. 
Well, I expected things to be a mite messed 
up in there, what with all the cracking and 
smashing noises we had all been hearing, but I 
liked never to see such a mess as Sissy Blue 
had made of that little old springhouse in all 
my born days. Broken crocks and jugs lay 
everywhere. Applesauce, butter, cottage 
cheese, molasses, grape juice and applejack, 
you name it and there it was, splattered all 
over the springhouse floor, walls and ceiling. 
Old Man Hicks had made a neat little layed-up 
trough down one side of the springhouse so's 
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Mrs. Hicks would have a place to keep her 
perishables, and be danged if Sissy Blue 
hadn't jumped right into it. There she stood 
trying to snuffle up the remains of a big lump 
of starter dough from under the shallow 
stream of icy water which trickled through the 
trough. 
"Blue! You bad girl!" I scolded her real 
mean so's the Hickses would hear how upset I 
was. "You get out of that trough before I have 
to wallop you good!" I smacked her 
hindquarters a noisesome whack, but she just 
shook her head at me real reproachful like 
and continued to munch. Now I knew 
everybody was waiting on me to move that 
cow, and I knew I had to do something mighty 
drastic to move her, so I grabbed her tail and 
gave her a powerful hard tug to the side, and 
wouldn't you know, that fool heifer just jerked 
her tail bone right up out of my hands, spread 
her back legs a step or two, and went KER-
SPLAT, KER-SPLAT right down into the 
springbowl itself. I was so ashamed of her I 
liked to die. And I sure hop ed Mrs. Hicks 
doesn't have to use any water for awhile, until 
Old Man Hicks gets to clean that reservoir 
out real good. 
The Hickses, they must have been waiting 
at the door because they both fairly flew 
inside after this last act of desecration and 
they commenced to attack poor Blue like our 
old Dominicker rooster does when he takes a 
mind to thrash the hounddog. Little Mrs. 
Hicks began to pummel away on Blue's rump 
with her fat little fists just a-flying and to 
scream, "Get out! Out! Out! Out! Out!" And 
Old Man Hicks, he picked up one of the few 
molasses jugs that was still intact and 
brought it down KER-WUNK right on top of 
Sissy Blue's noggin. Well, the jug, it smashed 
into a zillion pieces and the molasses 
splooshed all over Sissy Blue like a great wave 
of barnyard mud, but thank the Lord, Blue 
has already begun to grow such a fine set of 
horns, because the power of that jug blow 
would have broke her skull bone open if the 
horns wasn't there. And as it was, I saw her 
eyes sort of glaze over in shock for a moment 
and her whole body give a little jolt of surprise 
and then she bolted past us and out that door 
like a hooked trout in a crooked creek. I 
started out after her, but Old Man Hicks, he 
grabbed me real hard-like by my shoulder and 
began shaking me back and forth till my teeth 
fairly rattled about in my head and I began to 
fear I might bite my own tongue off. 
"You'll pay for this, you little whipper-
snapper!" he shouted over and over again and 
I tried my best to say "Yes, Sir" real polite but 
it's awful hard to talk when you're being 
shook like that, and finally I gave it up entirely 
for fear I would really bite off the tip of my 
tongue and never be able to taste anything 
again my whole life long. Well, pretty soon I 
come to realize that if I didn't stop all that 
shaking mighty quick, it was apt to turn my 
poor brain into butterscotch pudding and I 
would lose track of Sissy Blue's whereabouts 
besides, so I gave out with a right quick kick 
as hard as I could manage, what with my 
failing strength and all , smack dab onto one of 
Old Man Hicks' shinbones. In self-defense, 
you understand. 
Well, I didn't wait to hear what else he had 
to say to me because I knew it was high time 
to leave, and I bolted out that door every bit 
as fast as Sissy Blue had done and took off 
back down the springrun. I could hear Gus' 
war-whoops and a lot of splish-splashing from 
that direction so's it was a pretty good guess 
where the pair had disappeared. It sure didn't 
take me long to catch up to them either, for 
that mighty shaking I had got from Old Man 
Hicks must have given me my second wind. 
Good old Gus was trotting right along after 
Sissy Blue, spurring her on with his whooping 
I guess. And Blue was chugging down that 
springrun like she couldn't hardly wait to get 
home again. In fact, Gus and me could barely 
keep up with her, her pace was so steady, and 
our strength was a-petering out, when all of a 
sudden she stopped dead in her tracks and 
commenced to bawl. As soon as we caught up 
we could see what was troubling her· she had 
reached the spot where she had leaped over 
the fence into the fool springrun in the first 
place, and now she wanted to get back out of 
it right there, too. She was going to retrace 
her steps right back into her pony pasture. No 
more new adventures for her And wasn't that 
purely a wonder of her to reckon that way? I 
could understand exactly how she felt , 
because to tell the truth, I was getting a little 
weary of all this hullabaloo myself. Of course 
Blue couldn't leap over that high four-bar 
fence without a running start, but she was 
determined to get back to her own farm 
somehow, so she reared up on her hind legs, 
and for all the world I thought she was going 
to climb right up and over those bars and plop 
down on the other side. She sure tried her 
level best to get there, only cows never were 
much good for climbing, and Sissy Blue just 
couldn't seem to get enough of her front end 
to dangle over the fence for leverage, no 
matter how hard she stretched with her neck 
and pushed with her heels. Gus and me even 
tried to help lift her, but that little heifer must 
weigh a good four hundred pounds already 
and there was no way we could hoist her up 
and over Besides, it was hard to get a grip on 
her with all that molasses slicking her up. 
"I know!" Gus suddenly piped up. "Let's 
pull her over!" So we both climbed the fence 
and from the other side we each grabbed us a 
front leg and began to pull. 
Well , we were just a pulling for all we were 
worth, and Blue was straining and belching 
and giving little kick-ups with her hind legs 
trying to help herself. And just when it purely 
looked like we might be inching her over, her 
belly all slippery and slidey with molasses you 
know, which helped us considerable, CRACK 
went the bar and down came Blue a-straddling 
the fence. Then CRACK, CRACK, CRACK 
went the next three bars, too, and there we all 
were, flat on the ground, only I seemed to be 
the flattest of anyone since I happened to 
have most of Blue's front quarters on top of 
me . 
"Get her off of me!" I yelled at Gus. 
"Can't!" Gus yelled back. "She's on my 
leg!" 
And would you believe? That darn fool 
heifer wouldn't budge herself! She lay there as 
fla t as could be, front legs stretched out in 
front of her, back legs sprawled out to the 
rear Even her head lay flat to the ground. It 
was like she had just give up on living. I would 
have worried that she had a heart attack or 
something, but every once in awhile she 
would let out a belch and chew her cud a 
little, and no wonder, what with all the fixins 
she'd gotten into back at the springhouse, so I 
knew she wasn't dead. I kept begging, "Get 
up, Blue! Please get up!" and Gus tried 
kicking her with his one free leg, but 
somewheres in all the ruckus, he had 
managed to lose his shoe, and a barefoot kick 
on a cow's back flank don't amount to much. 
So there we all lay, Gus, me, Sissy Blue and 
the fenceposts, dripping with molasses and 
plumb worn to a frazzle. And we might have 
laid there forever, too, if Grandpa hadn't 
come riding down the pasture lane looking for 
us. I was never so glad to hear anything as I 
was to hear his rattley old pickup tootling its 
funny old 0000-gah horn. Even Sissy Blue was 
glad to hear him. She lifted her head high up 
for the first time since her collapse and bawled 
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a long drawn-out "bwaaaa aah" of greeting. 
Poor Grandpa, he was none too happy at 
seeing the pile of us laying here, especially 
because he had just taken a fearful tongue 
lashing from Old Man Hicks, he told us. But 
Grandpa, he's a wonderful fair-minded man, 
he is, and I guess he could tell by looking at us 
that we had all been through some pretty hard 
times together, because he just stood stark 
still staring at the lot of us for a minute or two, 
his thumbs hooked on his overall straps, a 
gleam of laughter dancing in his eye, and his 
jawbone kind of working itself back and forth 
into a nervous twitch, and then he said, 
"Looks like you folks have got yourself in 
prime condition to help me gather up the rest 
of them bees. I won't need no gunny sack, as 
sweet as you fellers are. Bees and molasses 
make a mighty fine combination, they do." 
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the art of politics 
paisley chameleons in 
transparent, green plastic 
Eastergrass 
wearing gold foil medallions 
and 
forging flowery signatures 
in disappearing ink 
they wear yellow blinders 
(so they don't see Them 
serpents 
in a mongoose world 
surrounded by the pigeon's coo cardboard and former news 
lying 
coiled 
in the gardens 
in the heart of the DistrictCity 
on cold wooden benches) 
all the coins 




the world has 
run out of wishes 
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Mystery 
Bryan K. Stevens 
October winds wild. 
Damp footprints smudged in dust. 
Glass doorknob unturned. 
Nancy Schaefer, Baby Jane, Honorable Mention Photography 
Kristie D. Huffman, Night Rails From Hell, Photography 
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Subterranean Neurotic Blues: 
The Progression of Woody Allen's Wit 
Through Cinematic Analysis 
In his beginnings as an auteur from the late 
sixties to the mid seventies, Woody Allen 
personified the stereotypical schlemiel, 
bumbling through a number of satirical and 
parodic situations that included mock 
documentary and the crime genre (Take the 
Money and Run), a south-of-the-border 
revolution (Bananas), science fiction 
(Sleeper), and Russian motifs with a Tolstoy 
flavor (Loue and Death). Insecurities and 
verbal and visual gags are not only used to 
take our minds off his characters' 
predicaments, but are also used at such a fast 
pace that one doesn't have the time to think 
due to the laughter 
Allen's breakthrough came with Annie Hall 
in 1977 While the movie has at its center a 
highly innovative and wonderfully ditzy 
performance by Diane Keaton and contains 
some of the most memorable pieces of 
comedy ever produced, he utilizes his 
previous comedic style to compensate for the 
lack of narrative. We feel the warmth that 
Alvy Singer his alter ego has for Annie, 
but any real emotion is held at arm's length, 
which was precisely Allen's problem in the late 
seventies. 
Allen suffered from a tremendous inferiority 
complex, for he remained in awe of his 
cinematic heroes Ingmar Bergman and 
Federico Fellini. His excursion in trying to 
equal Bergman with Interiors failed, largely 
because all human emotion involved was 
imploded to the point of banality not to 
mention being a bad emulation of weak 
Bergman and it remains his least effective 
work (his experimentation with Fellini in the 
1980's, Stardust Memories, however, was a 
successful amalgam of image and 
autobiography). Allen tried to recover with 
Manhattan , but his ego dominated the 
proceedings. Although the film is a comment 
on the deterioration of our cultural fiber, it 
suffers from its own pretentious morals. 
As he progressed into the eighties, Allen 
relieved himself of his overwhelming tedium 
by making small-scale, yet more experimental, 
films. Starting with Stardust Memories, he 
allowed his work more introspection and 
nuance. A Midsummer Night's Sex Comedy 
was a pleasant variation on the early 
Bergmanesque theme, and Zelig refused to 
carry out the serious implications that he gave 
his chameleon. But it wasn't until the middle 
of the decade that Allen reached his peak with 
three diverse films: Broadway Danny Rose 
and The Purple Rose of Cairo (his combined 
masterpiece) and Hannah and Her Sisters, 
the third and best of the Manhattan Trilogy. 
Though it has the plot trappings of a 
screwball comedy, Broadway Danny Rose is 
a reversal of his earlier comedies. The film is 
a bouquet to those caricatured acts, such as 
a one-legged tap dancer and a parrot that sings 
Second Place Non-Fiction 
Cathy Whaley 
"I Gotta Be Me," which wander about, 
searching for a taste of recognition. Allen 
altruistically proves this by shifting the narrative 
focus to a group of comedians who sit in the 
Carnegie Deli and reminisce their favorite 
stories concerning Danny Rose, a theatrical 
manager of such acts. The plot is tinged with 
anachronistic elements and subtle slapstick, 
including a sequence in which a chase leads 
the parties involved to a helium-filled room, all 
while Gordon Willis' crisp photography pro-
vided a threatening tone. And Allen can't resist 
sneaking in that Felliniesque allusion with the 
identical twins eating sundaes at the Mafioso 
party. As a result, the characters are viewed 
with a renewed respect, since beneath the 
realm of parody lurks a bleak sense of warmth 
and tenderness. 
Comparisons to Chaplin's "Tramp" are 
inevitable, but Danny Rose is a character who 
has more textures to permit more sympathy. 
A former Borscht-belt comedian whose salad 
days are an exceedingly distant memory, 
Danny has retained enough of the kitchzy 
mannerisms to instill in one client to whom he 
is fiercly loyal Lou Canova, a singer who is 
also a part-time alcoholic and womanizer He 
lets Danny do his dirty work, such as being a 
"beard" for his current love, Tina, who 
happens to be a Mafia widow, then eventually 
burns him by signing with a better manager 
and with greater success. To some extent,· 
this is deserved on Danny's part. Even though 
he did make Lou in his image to offset his 
lack of success, he instilled a false confidence 
in Lou, as with most of his clients, and paid 
the price because he couldn't see past his own 
best instincts. After the dust has settled from 
the harried goings-on, Tina shows up at 
Danny's Thanksgiving party. After Danny 
explains that they shouldn't remain friends, 
she promptly leaves, Once he has discovered 
that this is his chance for redemption, Danny 
catches up with her for a new beginning. 
With The Purple Rose of Cairo, Allen 
ponders the reasons why we go to the movies 
and answers them with a beautiful paradox. 
Cecilia is symbolic of the average American of 
the thirties; when beaten by the hand dealt by 
the Depression, go to a movie as an 
immediate panacea. He has seized the 
ultimate moviegoer's fantasy of having a 
tangible portion to take into his own and 
turned it into a conceit by permitting a 
character to miraculously come off of the 
screen and move into Cecilia's life. 
Allen has created a stark mood and pared 
the emotions for a profound effect. Again, 
Gordon Willis has cast rich hues of brown and 
gray to enhance the dark force that hovers 
over the little town, not to mention the ease 
with which he brings Tom off the screen. 
Tom, the movie character, is a celluloid 
ghost who inspires Cecilia to stand up to her 
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brutish husband and to assert herself in a way 
she never thought possible before, but he sees 
life from a limited perspective due to his 
scriptwriter's God-like conception. On the 
other hand, Gil, his real-life counterpart, is a 
contrast lure for Cecilia, since he has wealth 
and fame on his side, but he only views things 
in terms of how it will affect his own ego. 
When the two "men" finally confront one 
another over Cecilia, Allen shows not only 
how an actor's creation can escape him, but 
how these two emotionless men are ultimately 
unable to help Cecilia escape, either 
separately or as a whole. 
After both men have returned to their 
respective occupations and she has left her 
husband, Cecilia sadly goes back to the 
theater; once she witnesses Fred and Ginger 
dancing in a sumptuous ballroom, a glaze 
covers her eyes and a thin smile can be 
traced.This bittersweet denouement suggests 
that we must face reality. For a moment, the 
movies are the little fix of escapism that 
enriches our lives, but when we exit that huge 
booth, we unfortunately comprehend that 
true freedom is light years away. 
After he looked past his previous neurotic 
haze and tested the cinematic waters, Allen 
produced Hannah and Her Sisters, a comedic 
drama which examines the lives of upper-
middle class Manhattanites and how their lives 
intertwine. The script is an intricate tapestry 
of penetrating wit and resonant character 
development; the people talk to, not at, one 
another and don't merely serve as window-
dressing for Allen's psyche. The comedy of 
manners' inflections operate as an antithesis, 
since the characters are not concerned about 
violating the rules so much as about how to 
react to one another on an emotional level. 
Hannah is the emotional anchor of the 
family. In the midst of Holly trying to 
straighten up her life and Lee attempting to 
breach a smothering relationship (with a little 
help from Hannah's husband), she masks her 
woes to employ stability. In a brief yet crucial 
scene, the three sisters sit down to lunch. As 
the conversation ensues, the camera rotates 
around the table to reveal by their facial 
expressions how they regard each other The 
emotions culminate in an outpouring of a 
full gamut of camouflaged thoughts. Allen has 
executed this sequence with such immaculate 
skill and rich subtlety (and some allusions to 
Chekov) that nothing is required other than 
the core elements. 
Juxtaposed to the sisters' problems, Mickey 
Sachs has a few dilemmas of his own. A 
paranoid hypochondriac, he forsakes his 
successful television career to cure his 
despondence by seeking the answers to life's 
questions. When he forays into various 
religious denominations and his attempted 
suicide fails (in typical Woody Allen fashion), 
he views the Marx Brothers in an old revival 
house (another quick fix?) and, in an 
existentialist burst, embraces life for all its 
hidden treasures. This transition is in tandem 
with the current state of Allen's inner being. 
Where does Woody Allen go from here? He 
has mellowed a bit in his middle age and his 
work has achieved an equilibrium that comes 
with the experience of honing one's craft. 
Allen has also reached a juncture in which he 
can do no wrong because he has 
accomplished such a great deal in a wide 
spectrum of comedic endeavors. If that is the 
case, will he try producing another comedy 
strictly for laughs or will he throw us the curve 
of a lifetime? Only he and his analyst know the 
answer to such a question. 
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The Crystal World 
Mary Drew 
After the first frost 
the trees drip with ice, 
like fingers extending from palms. 
I am afraid to inhale or exhale 
surely the breathing of a single breath 
will shatter the crystal dewdrop world. 
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